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SUSTAINABILITY REPORT
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Toyota South Africa Motors (TSAM) is a well-governed
company which ensures the sustainability and
upliftment of the societies in which we operate as well
as providing robust environmental stewardship.
TSAM’s sustainability report aims to provide our stakeholders with a
transparent overview of our social, environmental and governance
performance for the period 1 April 2018 to 31 March 2019.

REPORTING

TSAM is wholly owned by
Toyota Motor Corporation
(TMC). As such we are guided
by the vision and strategy of
TMC and we encourage you to
read further about how Toyota
embraces sustainability globally
at: http://www.toyota-global.com/
sustainability/report/sr/.
Toyota Motor Corporation (TMC)
Toyota South Africa (TSA)
Toyota South Africa Motors (TSAM)

The report covers our operations in
Durban, Sandton and Atlas. It also
outlines the performance of our
brands (Toyota, Hino and Lexus)
and our activities relating to our key
internal and external stakeholders.
There were no significant changes
during the reporting period to the
size, structure or ownership of TSAM.
The report’s structure and content
is aligned with TMC’s Sustainable
Management Report and international
best practices as set out by the
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI).
The performance data is reported to
facilitate comparability to our previous
year’s report.

We are committed to improving
the report’s quality and its
accessibility to our stakeholders.
This report is available in print and
online at www.toyota.co.za.
TSAM values feedback from its
stakeholders on our Sustainability
Report. Any questions or feedback
regarding this report can be
directed to:
Charmaine Reddy
Company Secretary and Legal Adviser
creddy3@tsb.toyota.co.za
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our

PERFORMANCE
SUMMARY
Shareholders
2018

2017

2016

133 603

129 073

117 071

Passenger car sales: Toyota and Lexus (units)

70 170

125 326

113 525

Light commercial vehicle sales: Toyota (units)

60 231

54 952

36 609

Medium commercial vehicle sales: Hino (units)

1 711

1 717

2 112

Total domestic sales: Toyota, Lexus and Hino (units)

1 491

882

1 367

Automark used vehicle sales (units)

Heavy commercial vehicle sales: Hino (units)

50 399

46 545

45 083

Export units: Toyota

52 528

43 776

53 322

COMPETITIVE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE (%)

2018

2017

2016

Toyota

93.6

92.7

92.8

Lexus

95.1

92.1

91.6

2018

2017

2016

149

132

112

2018

2017
194

Customers and quality
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Business partners
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Suppliers
Number of ISO14001-certified suppliers

Dealers
TOTAL DEALERSHIPS
Toyota

194

Lexus

19

191

17

Hino

66

66

65

191

190

Automark
1.
2.

2016

Full dealers (South Africa, Botswana, Namibia, Lesotho, Swaziland (eSwatini))
All dealers (South Africa, Botswana, Namibia, Lesotho, Swaziland (eSwatini))

1

198

2

187
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Employees
Headcount (full-time employees)
Fatalities
Total injury frequency rate

2018

2017

2016

7 378

6 690

6 927

0

0

0

1.50

1.64

1.62

2018

2017

2016

22.9

23.2

17.3

7

8

8

2018

2017

2016

Social contribution
Total social investment (Rm)
Dti Broad-based Black Economic Empowerment (B-BBEE) contribution level

Carbon intensity (kg CO2/vehicle manufactured)

129.5

130.6

140.7

930.49

966.96

1 014.78

Water intensity (kl/vehicle manufactured)

4.73

4.79

5.01

Waste intensity (kg/vehicle manufactured)

20.04

18.74

18.26

Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) emitted (g/m2 body paint applied)

18.44

17.92

19.90
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Production emissions (kilotonnes CO2)
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Environmental stewardship
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TOYOTA’S

GLOBAL
VISION

TSAM acts in accordance with TMC’s Guiding

Principles to produce reliable vehicles and to

sustainably develop society through constant

innovation and the provision of high-quality

products and services.

Toyota is striving to go beyond automobiles
by becoming a mobility company. Our goal is
to provide mobility for all, bring joy and freedom of
movement to all people. Toyota will lead the way to the
future of mobility, enriching lives around the world with the
safest and most responsible ways of moving people.

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2018/19
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Through our commitment to quality, constant innovation
and respect for the planet we aim to exceed expectations
and be rewarded with a smile. We will meet challenging
goals by engaging the talent and passion of people
who believe there is always a better way.

4

The Toyota Way

We conduct business-specific methods and values:

Continuous improvement: We are never satisfied with where we are and
consistently seek further knowledge to pursue higher values.

Respect for People: We respect all Toyota stakeholders and believe that the
growth of each employee will connect to the success of our business.
Five values support the Toyota Way, namely:

1.	
Challenge: We form a long-term vision, meeting challenges with courage and
creativity to realise our dreams.
2.	
Kaizen: We improve our business operations continuously, always driving for
innovation and evolution.
3.	
Genchi Genbutsu: We go to the source to find the facts to make correct
decisions, build consensus and achieve goals at our best speed.
4.	
Respect: We respect others, make every effort to understand one another,
take responsibility and do our best to build mutual trust.
5.	
Teamwork: We stimulate personal and professional growth, share the
opportunities of development and maximise individual and team performance.

The Toyota ReBorn
strategy
During 2016, as part of a
worldwide TMC initiative, TSAM
launched the ReBorn strategy.
This strategy is aimed at listening
and responding to the ‘Voice of
the Guest’ and living our guestfirst value throughout everything
we do, from sourcing components
to manufacturing, engaging guests
and after-sales service. Each
operation assumes responsibility
for defining and implementing their
own ReBorn strategy and playing
their part in contributing to the
success of TSAM.
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Guiding Principles at Toyota
The Guiding Principles at Toyota reflect the kind of company that Toyota seeks to be, in light of the unique management
philosophy, values and methods that it has embraced since its foundation. TMC, together with its consolidated
subsidiaries, hopes to contribute to sustainable development through its corporate activities, based on understanding
and sharing of the Guiding Principles at Toyota.

Dedicate our business to providing clean and
safe products, and to enhancing the quality of
life everywhere through all of our activities.
Create and develop advanced technologies and
provide outstanding products and services that
fulfil the needs of customers worldwide.

CSR policy: Contribution towards sustainable development

Toyota
Way
2001

Toyota
Global
Vision

Mediumto longterm management
plan

Annual
directions:
global
corporate
policy

Regular
business
activities

Toyota
Code of
Conduct

TSAM and other TMC subsidiaries take initiative
to contribute to the harmonious and sustainable
development of society and the earth through all business
activities that we carry out in each country and region,
based on our Guiding Principles. We comply with local,
national and international laws and regulations as well as
the spirit thereof, and conduct our business operations
with honesty and integrity. In order to contribute to
sustainable development, we believe that management
interacting with its stakeholders is of considerable
importance and we will endeavour to build and maintain
sound relationships with our stakeholders through open
and fair communication. We expect our business partners
to support this initiative and act in accordance with it.

Pursue growth through harmony with the global
community via innovative management.
Work with business partners in research and
manufacture to achieve stable, long-term
growth and mutual benefits, while keeping
ourselves open to new partnerships.

Toyota’s Olympic Vision
Toyota is proud to be part of The Olympic Partner
programme (TOP) as a mobility sponsor for the Tokyo
2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games. We believe that
the Olympic Games personify our ambition to transform
our reputation from ‘car maker’ to a company that makes
a meaningful contribution to society through:
•	improved environmental responsibility that will
see us lead the way in terms of hybrid technology,
vehicles with reduced CO2 emissions and meeting our
2050 Challenge (see page 10);
•	bringing mobility for all. We want to be recognised as
a human movement company that brings personal
mobility, autonomous driving and out-of-the-box
innovations; and
•	improving transportation management, including our
drive for connected cars, transportation apps and
better infrastructure.
Through our Olympic partnership we will awaken Ikigai
(a reason for being, the thing that gets you up in the
morning) through our ‘Start Your Impossible’ campaign.
This campaign is rooted in our belief that everyone has
an impossible, which we aim to unleash. In 2018 TSAM
implemented a Start Your Impossible campaign for
employees to share inspirational stories or pledge to
start a new challenge by simply sharing on one of three
platforms, namely: internal mobility website (staff, dealers
and suppliers), our closed Facebook page for staff,
as well as a free SMS line.

TOYOTA SOUTH AFRICA MOTORS

Respect the culture and customs of every
nation and contribute to economic and social
development through corporate activities in their
respective communities.

5
6
7

Foster a corporate culture that enhances both
individual creativity and the value of teamwork,
while honouring mutual trust and respect
between labour and management.
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2
3
4

Honour the language and spirit of the law
of every nation and undertake open and fair
business activities to be a good corporate
citizen of the world.

5

I
an
introduction to
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TSAM is a key component of South Africa’s automotive
manufacturing sector. We play a pivotal role in driving
economic growth and creating employment.

Established in 1961
by Dr Albert Wessels

TOYOTA SOUTH AFRICA MOTORS

TSAM

Over

7 300

298 Dealers

employees

in South Africa and
BLNS countries
(including satellites)

Key competitive
advantages:

Botswana

Namibia

Swaziland
(eSwatini)
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State-of-the-art assembly operations
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We believe that a large part of our success
is attributed to the way our value chain
collaborates and engages to form an
integrated ecosystem – from parts suppliers
to manufacturing, sales, our dealer
network and our valued customers
or guests.

South Africa

Lesotho

101
component manufacturers

Wholly owned by TMC
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Sandton, Johannesburg

Head Office

Marketing and Sales

Boksburg, Johannesburg Warehouse

Distribution of After-Sales parts
Toyota Hilux, Fortuner, Ses’fikile, Corolla, Corolla Quest
Hino		 Dyna, Hino 300, 500 and 700-series

Prospecton Plant,
Durban

Manufacturing and
assembly operations

Imports

We import an additional 22 models from our global Toyota affiliates. All Lexus models are
imported from manufacturing plants in Japan.

Exports

We also export vehicles to 75 countries throughout Africa, Europe and Latin America.

Dealer network

Our vehicles are distributed regionally through our network of independently owned and run
dealerships in South Africa, Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia and Swaziland (eSwatini). These include
full dealerships and satellite services (that only offer parts and services).

Our structure and business model
Import duty
Imported vehicles

Parts cost

Hino

Lexus

Dealer network

Production volume

RETAIL POINTS IN
SOUTHERN AFRICA
Toyota

Sales business

Full dealers

Customers

EXPORTS

South Africa Botswana
173

6

Namibia
12

Swaziland
Lesotho (eSwatini)
1

Automark satellite

3

Parts, Service and Automark satellite

3

Parts and Service satellite

3

1

1

1

182

7

13

2

Full dealers

45

3

Parts and Service satellite

13

Full dealers
Parts and Service satellite

2

Total
194
3
3
6

2

206

2

1

51

1

1

15

2

66

58

3

3

17

1

1

6
23

Market share

–

19
1

1

1

1

7
–

26
298

TOYOTA SOUTH AFRICA MOTORS

Parts volume

Manufacturing
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Parts suppliers

Vehicle cost
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER’S MESSAGE
Andrew Kirby
President and CEO
Toyota South Africa Motors

2018 was a pleasing year in which we

managed to remain resilient and grow our
volumes and market share in a declining

market. We navigated the headwinds in an

operating environment that continued to be

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2018/19

TOYOTA SOUTH AFRICA MOTORS

characterised by low consumer confidence

8

and business uncertainty. As a business,
we remained robust and embedded vital

strategic advancements which will also lay a

good foundation for our business. These will
enable us to navigate the continually

changing landscape and evolve in the
coming years.
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In 2018, we increased our
concentration on fleet sales and
servicing the demand for quality and
reliable used cars through Automark.
This focus yielded good results and
played a key role in increasing our
volumes in the declining market.
Our role in the taxi industry has been a
key part of our contribution to affording
mobility to South African communities.
We continued to satisfy the demand for
the Ses’fikile in the taxi industry and the
demand continues to increase.

We restructured our business to
enhance our efficiencies and, therefore,
move towards a higher level of global
competitiveness in the TMC network.
Internal initiatives such as the Big 5
competitiveness project, a benchmark
against Thailand, and our efforts to
rightsize the business have placed us
in a good position to progress towards
our October 2021 roadmap.
TSAM is also cognisant of further
initiatives which will need to be
implemented to remain competitive
toward 2026, when the replacement
of our IMV (Hilux and Fortuner) is
expected.

Big 5

1
2
3
4
5

Manufacturing conversion
cost reduction
Fixed cost
reduction
Component/parts
cost reduction
Logistics cost
reduction
Increase domestic and
export sales

The demand for new vehicles in
the South African market has been
declining over the years. Our exports
into the rest of Africa have been
growing marginally while our exports
into Europe have remained stable. SubSaharan Africa is a key market which
has substantial growth potential for us
to tap into in the coming years.
Countries in the rest of Africa have
identified the automotive sector as
a catalyst which could propel their
industrialisation roadmaps and assist
them to decrease their balance of
payment challenges. Numerous
enablers, such as the African
Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA),
have been deployed to facilitate this
development. TSAM and TTC are
collaborating with certain governments
with the potential semi-knocked-down
kit (SKD) hubs in Africa (Ghana and
Kenya) to support local manufacturing.
This initiative is in line with TSAM’s
long-term vision of becoming TMC’s
mother plant for the continent.
The production of the Corolla sedan
model at our Durban plant will cease
in December 2019. TSAM will start
importing the new-generation Corolla
and will continue producing the current
model as the Corolla Quest. We are
in the process of seeking approval
to produce a new passenger model.
The approval process has been
challenging due to the constrained
South African market and the lack of a
volume-generating market in Africa.

TOYOTA SOUTH AFRICA MOTORS

TSAM’s performance in 2018 reflects
the strength of our brand coupled with
the diligent efforts of our dealer network
as well as the results of the ReBorn
strategy that was launched in 2016.
The strategy has evolved our approach
to guest-centricity and helped us to
deliver improved vehicles that meet
the demands of our evolving customer
profile. We have instilled the ‘Best in
Town’ culture and mindset to assist our
dealers in delivering unrivalled guest
experiences at every touchpoint.

TSAM’s journey to
global competitiveness
and exports

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2018/19

Increasing volumes in a
declining market

9
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S MESSAGE (continued)

Transforming the
South African
automotive sector
TSAM believes it is essential to increase
the local content in South African
vehicles.
Currently, the volatile exchange rate
influences the cost of importing
vehicles and components as well
as our profit margins on exports.
Furthermore, import duties, ad valorem
tax, VAT and the CO2 tax cumulatively
account for 42% of the retail price of
vehicles in South Africa.
In 2018 the Department of Trade
and Industry introduced an
Automotive Masterplan which outlines
government’s objective to increase
local content in South African-made
vehicles. The master plan will come into
effect from 2021 and run till 2035. It will
build on the progress that has been
achieved by the current Automotive
Production and Development
Programme (APDP) which expires in
December 2020.

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2018/19
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Automotive sector
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Current

Vision of the
Master Plan

•	Employs
110 000

•	Employs
220 000

•	Increase the
proportion of
local content
•	30% of
in vehicles
South Africa’s
assembled in
total
South Africa
manufacturing
from 38.7%
output
to 60%
•	14% of total
exports
•	Contributes
7% to GDP

TSAM is committed to transformation
efforts aimed at our dealer network,
supplier base and senior leadership.
To support the transformation of
our staff and to provide a pipeline of
senior leaders we have revitalised
our graduate programme and we are
focusing on improving our retention of
African critically skilled employees.

TSAM along with six other original
equipment manufacturers (OEMs) will
be involved in the establishment of
a R6 billion automotive industry fund
(AITF) through the National Association
of Automobile Manufacturers of
South Africa (NAAMSA). The AITF gives
us the opportunity to develop more
Tier 2 and 3 suppliers and to support
black ownership of vehicle dealerships.
This will also enable us to achieve
the level 4 B-BBEE certification that
is required for the second phase of
the APDP.

Some of our successes
Toyota Dundee reopened as a satellite
dealer (part of the Mortimer and
Thesele Group) in April 2018 and
was later approved as a full dealer in
February 2019, with a 51% B-BBEE
shareholding by the Thesele Group.
Toyota Hyde Park opened in May of
2018 and Toyota Citrusdal upgraded
to a full dealer on 1 January 2019.
The Taxi Centre in Kuilsrivier, which
forms part of Prieska and Ulundi
satellite dealers, was approved as a
full dealer.

Engaging with our
stakeholders
•	The external affairs department has
played a huge role in improving our
engagement with key stakeholders,
particularly with the government and
regulators. TSAM, other OEMs and
the Competition Commission are still
working to reach a solution which is
mutually beneficial to everyone on
the right-to-repair (R2R) campaign.
Our view is that this movement
threatens the profitability of franchised
dealerships and, most importantly,
the safety of our vehicles.
•	TSAM is an active supporter
of the National Association of
Automotive Component and Allied
Manufacturers (NAACAM) Supplier
show. The show promotes the
South African Automotive Master
Plan (SAAM)’s pillars of localisation
and supply chain transformation.
It also allows us, as OEMs, to

showcase opportunities and also
promote Tier-2 supplier capability
and growth. For South Africa to
expand localisation it is mandatory
to develop and expand our Tier-2
supplier base. As TSAM, we believe
that this is where we will start to see
a real competitive advantage and
enable growth with sustainability for
the future.
•	In 2018 Toyota became the proud
partner of the South African Sports
Association for the Physically
Disabled (SASAPD) – a sports
federation that develops and
promotes the sporting codes
offered at Paralympic level for
athletes with physical disabilities
and visual impairment. Furthermore
we inducted Start Your Impossible
challengers to continue driving our
Start Your Impossible ventures and
help drive the momentum internally
in their respective areas.

Our commitment
to environmental
stewardship and
corporate citizenship
Toyota envisions a society where
people, cars and nature can coexist
in harmony. At TSAM we are working
on numerous initiatives through Future
Toyota and other internal teams to
achieve this vision.
TSAM is committed to TMC’s ambitious
goal to reduce vehicle CO2 emissions
by 90% (based on 2010 levels) by
2050. To sufficiently equip our leaders
on environmental challenges we
facilitated a four-hour training course
in collaboration with the University of
Stellenbosch. We are currently working
towards the 2030 milestones (for more
information view page 57). Alongside
the rest of TMC’s global affiliates,
we are committed to having a zero
environmental impact and achieving a
net positive impact. TSAM is cognisant
of the need to address the transport
sector’s greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions in South Africa.
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Disappointingly, the uptake of EVs and HVs in the South African market has been
low. This dynamic is due to infrastructure challenges and the lack of national
incentives to support sales. TSAM has several initiatives aimed at the public to
educate and raise awareness around fuel consumption and other environmental
benefits that accrue from using eco-friendlier vehicles.
TSAM actively contributes towards social upliftment and environmental initiatives.
Protecting our wildlife heritage is close to our heart. In particular, the plight of rhinos,
as well as other endangered species, is a matter that requires our attention – hence
our commitment to supporting SANParks.

Outlook
I am pleased that we made some very important strategic steps to position our
business for the future. Although the automotive market has been subdued,
we are committed to make the most of the prospects in the vehicle and
non-vehicle products space, which we believe we are well positioned for.
Our priority is to ensure that TSAM remains a dynamic and agile company –
as such we are considering the introduction of a millennial board to ensure the
continued progression of our ReBorn strategy. TSAM’s progression will also be
supported by the new leadership behaviours which we launched in 2018:

Self-regulate

Acknowledgements
My gratitude goes to the TSA board
and our management teams for their
diligent support and contribution to our
strong performance in 2018. The wise
counsel of the global Toyota Tsusho
Corporation (TTC) leadership has been
instrumental in our transition to a new
organisational structure.
Our employees are the backbone of
our company, I am grateful for their
unfailing support in ensuring that we
continue to deliver reliable vehicles and
sustainable value to the society.

Andrew Kirby
President and CEO
Toyota South Africa Motors

Empower others to correct you
Speak last and let others present
Insist that the project leader leads

Globally, Toyota is working towards becoming a mobility services provider
as opposed to merely being a provider of vehicles. We are in the process of
developing financing models to generate new revenue streams.
The outlook for the automotive sector, especially the premium segment will remain
challenging and volatile in 2019. Continuing to deliver affordable and quality vehicles
to as many customers as possible will preserve our sales record. We are committed
to demonstrating that we are globally competitive and capable of achieving the
required volumes to make the production of a new model at our Prospecton
facility viable. By successfully implementing the Global Toyota Parts Supply System
(GTOPAS), TSAM will continue with its drive to become the hub for parts in Africa.
Following the three-year wage agreement, which was signed in 2016,
the National Union of Metalworkers of South Africa (NUMSA) will begin
negotiations with OEMs in 2019. We aim to amicably reach a mutually viable
agreement with them.

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2018/19

Our guest-centric approach will continue to be the source of our competitive
advantage and retention strategy. We will continue our emphasis on the ‘Voice
of the Guest’ and respond to their needs at every touchpoint. TSAM’s dealers
will continue driving the ‘Best in Town’ philosophy and the ‘Keep It Genuine’
campaign which is crucial to the safety and integrity of our vehicles. We are
looking forward to the revamped e-Toyota platform and the added benefits it
will yield.

TOYOTA SOUTH AFRICA MOTORS

Add voices – facilitate all contributions
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BRANDS
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2018
target

2018
actual

2017
actual

2016
actual

CBU
CKD
Hino/Dyna
Total
Export volumes
Total sales
Total production

42 481
85 636
4 510
132 627
43 249
175 876
130 970

39 873
81 620
3 850
125 343
41 664
167 007
125 006

39 196
82 822
3 774
125 792
46 307
172 099
135 100

38 588
79 952
3 373
121 913
53 322
175 235
138 722

41 479
70 316
3 913
115 708
45 043
160 751
118 674

2019
target

2018
target

2018
actual

2017
actual

2016
actual

24.2
19.1
32.2
23.0
8.8

23.8
19.2
29.5
22.2
9.6

24.2
19.2
32.2
21.6
7.6

22.9
18.7
29.4
21.3
7.4

21.40
16.40
29.40
25.26
7.25

TSAM MARKET SHARE (%)
Total domestic: Toyota, Lexus and Hino
Passenger cars: Toyota and Lexus
Light commercial vehicles: Toyota
Medium commercial vehicles: Hino
Heavy commercial vehicles: Hino

TOTAL
MARKET SALES

TOYOTA
2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2018/19

2019
target

SA SALES VOLUMES

TOYOTA SOUTH AFRICA MOTORS

Our three brands – Toyota, Lexus and Hino –
serve to meet the needs of a broad spectrum of
customers, from entry-level passenger cars to
large commercial vehicles. Through Automark we
also offer customers reliable used cars. We treat
our customers as guests from the moment
they enter a dealership right through to our
after-sales service and we maintain our strong
reputation for quality, safety and reliability through
our Toyota Way which emphasises Kaizen –
continuous improvement and respect for people.

13
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OUR BRANDS (continued)

TOYOTA
Toyota has been a well-loved, reliable and trusted brand in

We move the public

South Africa since 1961. Our vehicles are an integral feature of

The Ses’fikile holds a strong reputation
for offering a safe and reliable mode of
public transport. Ses’fikile contributes
13.27% to Toyota’s overall market
share and is the second best-selling
model after the Innovative International
Multi-purpose Vehicle, or IMV (Hilux
and Fortuner). TSAM has been holding
well above 90% market share with the
Ses’fikile. In 2018 we introduced a taxi
centre – Barloworld Toyota, Kuilsrivier
and a 60 000km service plan. We also
assessed the prospect of introducing a
Coaster minibus (17 – 35 seater).

the country’s social and business culture. We offer a vehicle for

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2018/19
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every requirement and taste.
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Toyota reaffirmed its status as a brand
of choice during 2018. We maintained
our market-leading position in the sales
market and increased our market share
to 24.2% (2017: 22.9%). The Hilux,
which has been South Africa’s bestselling vehicle for more than 40 years,
sold 40 018 units.

We are strongly committed to
‘doing the right things’ consistently.
TSAM aims to make the necessary
refinements to our vehicle models
based on the ‘Voice of the Guest’
to ensure that we improve our
customer experience and remain the
‘Best in Town’.

Dealers drive our success

A car for every person

The contribution of our dealer
channel is a remarkable factor which
contributes to our success. We are
appreciative of their continued efforts,
but we cannot become complacent
because there is always room for
improvement. We will continue our
drive to uphold our position as the
brand of choice.

TSAM’s ReBorn strategy has focused
on winning the hearts of firsttime vehicle owners and younger
consumers as well as millennials/
Afrilennials. We are revamping our
approach to purchasing, marketing
and product features accordingly
to meet the needs of our changing
demographics.
We value and prioritise the safety of the
people who drive our cars. Our internal
safety specifications exceed national
legislative requirements and we ensure
that all our vehicles meet or exceed
these safety specifications.

Going off-road
TSAM’s participation in the Dakar Rally
is an important business tool. The race
provides a platform for us to showcase
the durability of our vehicles and the
“bold soul” of our local talent. In 2018
Toyota Gazoo Racing SA won the race
which took place in Peru. The victory
came after achieving six podium places
since the Toyota Hilux’s debut in 2012.
Our proudly South African Hilux V8 has
become the Dakar vehicle of choice for
both local and international competitors.
TSAM also supports the Fortuner 4x4
Challenge. The competition, which has
been running for three years, enables
four public participants to team up with
celebrities and compete in a range of
tasks. The winning participant receives
a brand-new Fortuner.

2019
target

2018
target

2018
actual

2017
actual

2016
actual

Production volume

130 363

118 998

126 463

131 068

116 042

Domestic sales

133 000

130 000

130 401

124 441

114 019

Light commercial vehicle sales

61 390

58 855

60 231

54 952

36 609

Exports

56 900

43 249

52 528

43 776

53 322

TOYOTA SALES (UNITS)
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New Toyota product launches in 2018
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April 2018

•	Etios Limited Edition model

May 2018

•	Hilux Dakar Limited Edition

June 2018

•	Corolla Special Edition

July 2018

• New introduction Rush model
•	Aygo (minor change)
•	Prius (specification change)
•	86 (specification change)
•	Prado (specification change)
•	C-HR (specification change)

Orchid for Corolla Hatch Campaign – Feb 2019

August 2018

IMV (Hilux, Fortuner) (Mini-minor change)

 Sports Industry Awards 2018 – Fortuner 4x4
Challenge wins Social Media Campaign of
the Year – Aug 2018

October 2018

Quest (specification change)

February 2019

•	New Generation Corolla Hatch
•	Corolla Special Edition
•	Yaris (specification change)

March 2019

•	Prius (minor change)
•	New Generation RAV4
•	Ses’fikile (specification change)

Gold 2018
National Automobile
Dealers’ Association (NADA)
Dealer Satisfaction Index (DSI)
awards
Orchid for Rush Campaign – Jul 2018
Orchid for Corolla Beaded Billboard – Sep 2018

Adfocus Partnership of the
Year – Toyota & FCB –
Nov 2018

Toyota’s 5 Continents Drive Project a great success in Africa

The Team 2 drive, under Captain
Umeda, covered Namibia, Lesotho
and South Africa. The teams also
included members from TSAM
and representatives from other
African countries such as Tanzania,
Zambia, Zimbabwe, Congo and Côte
d’Ivoire. The teams covered more
than 10 000km from the two drives.
The project also included spot drives
in other countries such as Kenya,
Morocco, Togo, Benin, Cameroon
and Senegal.

Before coming to Africa, the 5CD team
faced unrelenting dust and heat in the
Australian leg in 2014, freezing cold
and torturous passes in the Americas
in 2015 and 2016, and the urban
highways of Europe in 2017.

In the words of President and CEO
of TSAM, Andrew Kirby, the main
purpose of 5CD is to “enable Toyota
technicians, engineers and a varied
crew of white-collar as well as other
partners to get out from behind their
work desks and actually feel the road,

“We were able to get valuable hands-on
experience on different types of roads
in Africa, receive valuable comments
from our customers, and have close
communications between Japanese
and African colleagues in one team.”

Africa presented the team with a totally
new and varied set of challenges. Team
1 had to contend with unforgiving
terrain, high altitude in some parts, as
well as sharing some of the worst roads
in the world with some of our beautiful
wildlife. In Tanzania the team got to
experience extreme dirt-road driving
on their way to the Ngorongoro District.
They came to understand that durability
has to be one of the most important
aspects when building vehicles for
African conditions.

The start-point for Team 2 in Namibia
treated the crew to some of the world’s
most dramatic landscapes, including
sweeping deserts and glittering
salt pans. Namibia also lays claim
to the world’s highest sand dune
(the notorious Dune 7) and is one of
the world’s most sparsely populated
countries.
“We trust that the experience was
both adventurous and rewarding.
But we know that the most important
benefit will come from the valuable
information you gathered from our
roads, which we know will be used
to help us make ever-better cars and
thus heed President Akio Toyoda’s
call to put our vehicles to the ultimate
test, across every possible terrain and
climate on every continent worldwide,”
adds Kirby.
Team 2 of the 5CD was treated to
a warm African welcome with song
and dance upon arrival at the TSAM
Prospecton Plant in Durban. This event
also marked the end of the Africa leg
before the project moves to the next
continent. Toyota believes that the
data collected will be crucial towards
making ever-better cars – not only for
Africa, but for all Toyota markets.

TOYOTA SOUTH AFRICA MOTORS

experiencing first-hand the way vehicle
performance is impacted by the wide
variety of driving conditions around the
world and to gather new insights”.

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2018/19

Toyota has just completed its fifth
consecutive leg of the 5 Continents
Drive (5CD) Project in Africa. The Africa
leg comprised two routes: Arusha,
Tanzania to Sandton, South Africa as
well as Windhoek, Namibia to Durban,
South Africa. The first drive, led by
Team 1 Captain Bundo covered more
than 4 000km including countries such
as Tanzania, Zambia, Zimbabwe and
Botswana.
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OUR BRANDS (continued)

LEXUS
Lexus offers exceptional customer experiences. We deliver
vehicles with an inspired design philosophy, relentless innovation
and uninhibited performance which becomes a passionate,
moving experience.

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2018/19
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The challenging economic environment
continued to negatively impact the
premium car market during 2018.
Lexus’ sales decreased to 864 units
(2017: 885). Despite the subdued
market, Lexus maintained a market
share of 1.7% (2017: 1.5%) and we
remain in a much better position
compared to other premium brands.
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Lexus is on a continued pursuit of
Omotenashi (Japanese for
‘hospitality’). Our guest-centric
approach is premised on an
approach of personalisation,
attention to detail and delivering
exceptional service. Upon
purchasing a Lexus vehicle, each
guest receives a personalised
gift. Lexus includes the input
of psychologists to understand
customer satisfaction and
enhance the brand’s customer
experience.

Our customer loyalty and retention
has been very strong and will be a
catalyst for the brand’s sustainability in
the future. Our dealer network and our
employees played an instrumental role
in maintaining our market share and
remaining resilient in this challenging
period. Therefore, it is essential to
ensure that we retain our employees.

2 0 1 8
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ES awarded
Premium Sedan of
the year by Autotrader
SA Guild of Motoring Journalists
Car of the year

Beyond the challenges presented
by the poor economic environment,
the premium brands market segment
has become heavily incentivised.
The relevance of the premium
market has also been challenged by
mainstream brands, which are also
offering vehicles of a similar quality and
specification level at much lower prices.
We introduced a new-generation ES
and a new model (UX) during the last
quarter of 2018. The UX is Lexus’
first model in the small SUV market,
which is growing in popularity.
Our range also comprises clean/
alternative energy vehicles. Although
the popularity of these vehicles is still
low, we are in a strong position to
capitalise on their growing demand,
which will be driven by related
legislation in the coming years.

Gold Award in Customer Service
Experience as rated by Ipsos – only
two premium brands achieved Gold
status, i.e. Lexus and Audi
Silver Award NADA

LEXUS SALES (UNITS)

2019
target

2018
target

2018
actual

2017
actual

2016
actual

Production volume
Domestic sales

1 000

874

897

942

1 111

1 100

1 000

864

885

1 031

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2018/19
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OUR BRANDS (continued)

HINO
Hino is a committed provider of products and support
services to professional truck users and freight operators in
the South African transport and logistics industry and broader
market. Our Total Support philosophy is ‘Keep On Trucking’.

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2018/19
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Hino South Africa (Hino SA) is an
integral part of TSAM. We strive to
enhance our marketing capabilities and
maximise our sales volumes. Despite
operating in a currently stagnant truck
market, Hino performed remarkably
well in 2018. Our sales and production
volumes increased significantly
compared to 2017. We sold
4 408 units (2017: 3 747) vehicles and
achieved a production volume of 4 489
(2017: 3 407). Our total sales figure
equates to 11.6% of the South African
truck market.
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This performance was largely driven
by the Dyna sales, which are now
included in the light commercial vehicle
segment. Our light commercial vehicle
sales increased by 43.7%, while Hino’s
heavy commercial vehicle sales, which
included the new Hino 500 Wide
Cab models, increased by 23.5%.
The establishment of Hino Financial
Services as an accredited finance

house will play an integral role in driving
our sales in the future.
Through our 66 dealerships, Hino’s
footprint in Southern Africa is
the largest among truck brands.
Our production plant in Durban
produces 40 different derivatives of
Toyota Dyna, Hino 300, Hino 500 and
Hino 700 models, which cover the
entire spectrum of commercial vehicle
needs. We also offer a full range of
buses from 25- to 65-seaters.

We also aim to continue growing by
meeting our customers’ requirements.
There is a growing shift in demand
from automated manual transmissions
(AMT) and manual gearboxes to
automatic transmissions in the
Hino 300 and 500 ranges.
In 2018 Hino worked on the
development of Hino Connect.
The telematics system will be released
in 2020 and fitted into all Hino models.
It is also customisable to suit specific
customer requirements. Hino Connect
will be fundamental for our buy-back
programme. The system will enable our
dealer network to monitor the usage of
vehicles to ensure that they can be sold
as reliable used trucks.

Our Total Support philosophy
enables us to go the distance for our
customers by delivering appropriate,
durable and reliable trucks as well as
comprehensive after-sales services/
support and value-added services such
as the Hino Care programme. Building
and maintaining trusted relationships
between Hino Motors Limited, Hino SA,
our dealer network and suppliers is
a priority.

TOYOTA SALES (UNITS)

2019
target

2018
target

2018
actual

2017
actual

2016
actual

Production volume

5 447

4 387

4 489

3 407

3 772

Domestic sales

4 950

4 400

4 408

3 747

3 572

Light commercial vehicle sales (Dyna)

1 500

1 000

1 179

820

93

Medium commercial vehicle sales

1 790

1 710

1 734

1 717

2 112

Heavy commercial vehicle sales

1 660

1 690

1 495

1 210

1 367
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We maintained our strong relationship
with the farming community by
delivering water donated by TSA to
Beaufort West during the drought
period. We recognise Hino Knights, an
elite group within the dealer sales force
who are not only excellent salespeople

Training is a vital component of
meeting the challenges of trucking
in the future. The Hino Learnership
Programme (HLP) aims to provide a
pipeline of young sales executives for
our Hino dealer network. Through the
nine-month programme learners will
be able to tailor a requisite truck and
finance package in accordance with
the customer’s needs. In 2018 we
introduced an accredited Supply Chain
Management course that employees
from Hino SA and its dealers
embarked on.

2 0 1 8
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Gold 2018 National
Automobile Dealers’
Association (NADA) Dealer
Satisfaction Index (DSI) awards

Customer retention is a key component
of our sustainability approach.
Our ‘Bring it Back’ campaign aims
to encourage vehicle owners to
bring trucks in for servicing at our
dealerships. We have a two-year
warranty on parts and an extended
five-year vehicle warranty. Fleet owners
have already started yielding great
benefits from ‘Keeping Your Hino
Genuine’.
Internationally Hino will maintain its
focus on customer retention, product
line-up improvements, strengthening
our dealer network and staff
development. We are committed to
delivering a lower cost of ownership
and higher levels of customer
satisfaction. Hino has recognised
the growth potential of the extraheavy commercial segment. We aim
to develop a dedicated department
to ensure that we increase our
market share.
Hino aims to move towards vehicles
which rely on four alternative fuel
sources: diesel-electric hybrids, plugin hybrids, pure electric power and
hydrogen fuel cells by 2025.

TOYOTA SOUTH AFRICA MOTORS

There has been growing demand
for Hino trucks in the export market.
We are targeting to continue servicing
the growing demand in Zimbabwe,
Zambia, Mozambique and Malawi.
The Southern African Customs Union
(Botswana, Lesotho, Swaziland
(eSwatini) and Namibia (BLSN
countries)) has also shown great
potential, most notably in Namibia.
For Hino SA to continue servicing this
growth in demand we may be required
to expand our production plant.

but also make a meaningful
contribution to the community.
Hino Shelly Beach was awarded the
title of Hino Dealer of the Year for 2018
while Subbeshin Pillay was presented
with the Hino Knight of the Year award.

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2018/19

We also worked on upgrading
the e-Hino system to improve
communication between Hino SA
and its dealer network. The system
enables our dealer network to view an
integrated vehicle history from ordering,
through to production, sales and aftersales servicing. The system supports
standardisation of dealer and customer
communication as well as quality
management throughout the vehicle’s
life span.

19
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OUR BRANDS (continued)

AUTOMARK
Since its inception in 1982 Automark has strived to provide quality certified used vehicles. We thus
provide customers with peace of mind when purchasing a used car. Automark’s world-class focus
on customer experience, vehicle quality and safety remains aligned to the Toyota Way.

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2018/19
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The demand for used vehicles has
grown in recent years. According to
TransUnion, the ratio indicates that
finance houses are financing 2.03
new vehicles for every used vehicle.
Our aim is to achieve a 1:1 ratio
between new vehicle sales and private
customer used vehicle sales. We have
competed well in a highly saturated
environment, which has replaced direct
customer engagement with online sales
and trade-in opportunities. In 2018
Automark increased its sales volumes
to 50 399 (2017: 46 545).
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1
2

High
customer service
in after service

In conjunction with TTC we have made
efforts to assess the prospects of
driving the Automark brand into the
rest of Africa.
We guarantee that all Automark
vehicles have gone through a range
of tests to ensure the quality is
maintained. The Automark Promise
also certifies that the vehicle is backed
by Toyota. Our policy on all vehicles
includes a seven-day return clause if
the customer experiences a serious
problem with the vehicle. All Toyota

High customer
satisfaction

models are also eligible for the Toyota
Genuine extended warranty. This is
part of our ReBorn strategy, which
aims to strengthen customer retention.
We strive to reward customer loyalty
at a time of vehicle replacement by
establishing a used car service that
provides ultimate customer experience
and offers the best trade-in value.

Car kept in
good condition

Continuous
genuine service

Reason for used car as a customer retention tool
Good price
offer for
trade-in

TOYOTA SALES (UNITS)

Ultimate
customer
experience

Best trade-in
price

2019
target

2018
target

Repurchase
Toyota

2018
actual

2017
actual

2016
actual

Automark used vehicle sales

52 000

50 000

50 399

46 545

45 083

New vehicle domestic sales

133 000

123 800

130 401

124 441

114 019
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TOYOTA FINANCIAL
SERVICES
Toyota Financial Services (TFS) is a key pillar of the TSAM ecosystem. We are a captive finance
company with the sole purpose of supporting and improving sales of Toyota, Lexus and Hino
vehicles. By offering finance to qualifying applicants we play a significant role in supporting the
dealer network, retail customers and TSAM to achieve their goals.

TFS aims to continually develop
products and solutions which
support TSAM’s brands. As the
business continues to transform into
a mobility company, we are intent
on evolving our offering too.
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na

TFS operates in a highly regulated
environment and we apply sound
corporate governance principles.
The benefits of the rapidly evolving
financial services solutions must be

balanced with responsible credit
lending practices. It is our intention to
always conduct our business ethically
and in a legally compliant manner,
acting to the best of our abilities for
the greater good of our business and
our stakeholders. In conjunction with
the BankSeta we upskill our teams
and the dealer network through an
accredited training programme, which
is designed by TFS and facilitated
through TALA, TSAM’s corporate
training division. TFS is committed
to driving transformation. We run
a learnership which specifically
aims to develop the skills of
people with disabilities.

E xpand va
lue

In 2018 we managed to maintain
our presence as a financial institution
despite the challenging macroeconomic
environment. TFS financed 45 437
vehicles at a conversion rate of 58.16%.
Fewer people qualify for finance and
the volume of finance transactions we
are concluding has decreased due
to the increasing levels of household
indebtedness linked to the slowdown in
the economy.
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MATERIAL
MATTERS
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Our material matters are predominantly aligned to TMC’s global approach to sustainability. To ensure that they remain relevant
in the South African context TSAM also reviews and refines the material matters regularly. Our senior management revisits the
matters annually. Additionally, we periodically conduct reviews of key documentation, detailed assessments based on surveys
as well as one-on-one discussions with key internal and external stakeholders.
Our material matters are segmented according to our sustainable business model’s three non-financial drivers: society,
environment and governance.

1

SOCIETY

Customer and quality first

Material theme
Collaboration with
business partners

Material issue

Social contribution
activities

Employees

•	Ensuring customer
satisfaction

•	Suppliers

•	Performance
management

•	Community support

• Dealers

• Service excellence

• Enterprise development

• Training and development

• Resolving issues

• Government

• Diversity and inclusion

•	Initiatives for improving
traffic safety

• Ensuring quality

• Unions

• Safety

•	Employee involvement

• Health and well-being

•	Creating an enriched
society

ENVIRONMENT

Emissions reduction

Resource efficiency

Society in harmony with nature

•	Challenge 1: new vehicle zero CO2
emissions challenge

•	Challenge 4: minimising and
optimising water usage

•	Challenge 6: establishing a future
society in harmony with nature

•	Challenge 2: life cycle zero CO2
emissions challenge

•	Challenge 5: establishing a
recycling-based society and
systems

•	Challenge 3: plant zero CO2
emissions challenge

3

GOVERNANCE

Governance

Ethics

Risk management

•	Approach and structures

• Ethics

• Risk management

• Compliance

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2018/19

2
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• Respect for human rights
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society
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TSAM’s business activities are designed to
deliver sustainable growth in society. We are
guided by values such as ‘safety and peace
of mind’, ‘environmental sustainability’ and
‘Waku-doki’ (excitement and exhilaration that
wows you).
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Material theme

Material issue

Material issues

Collaboration with
business partners

Employees

Social contribution
activities

•	Ensuring customer
satisfaction

•	Suppliers

•	Performance management

•	Community support

• Dealers

• Training and development

•	Employee involvement

• Service excellence

• Enterprise development

• Diversity and inclusion

•	Initiatives for improving
traffic safety

Customer and quality first

• Resolving issues

• Safety

• Ensuring quality

• Health and well-being
• Respect for human rights

26

32

40

•	Creating an enriched
society

50
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The TMC Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR) policy
Since its foundation TMC has continuously striven to contribute
to the sustainable development of society by manufacturing
and providing innovative and quality products and services.
Motor vehicles greatly expand the freedom of mobility, but
impact society and the environment. As such TMC and its
subsidiaries take ownership and initiative to contribute to
the harmonious and sustainable development of society and
the earth through all our local, regional and global business
activities, based on our Guiding Principles. These principles
express our engagement with stakeholders such as customers,
employees, our business partners (suppliers and dealers), our
shareholders and global society/local communities.

The TSAM approach
TSAM’s approach to sustainable development
is aligned to TMC’s CSR policy and Guiding
Principles. We realise that we can play a positive role
in the societies and environment in which we operate
through contributing to economic and social development
and working in harmony with nature. We engage our
stakeholders to build trust, meet and exceed expectations
and find innovative, collaborative solutions to address
key sustainability risks and opportunities. Our team is
committed to creating sustainable mobility for all –
in a safe and responsible manner.

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2018/19

Challenge
2050

TOYOTA SOUTH AFRICA MOTORS

We strive to comply with local, national and international laws and
regulations as well as the spirit thereof and we conduct our business operations
with honesty and integrity. In order to contribute to sustainable development,
we believe that management interacting with its stakeholders is of considerable
importance, and we will endeavour to build and maintain sound relationships with
our stakeholders through open and fair communication. We expect our business
partners to support this initiative and act in accordance with it.

25
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CUSTOMER and quality first

HIGHLIGHTS

•	Promotion of the ‘Voice of the
Guest’ and a +Alpha experience
to attract guests and drive
retention

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2018/19
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•	Enhancement of the MyToyota
app to incorporate more userfriendly features and enhanced
functionality

26

CHALLENGES
•	Adapting to the speed of change
•	Tracing vehicle owners as part of
the Takata airbag recall campaign

Toyota adheres to the principles of putting the ‘guest first’ and
‘quality first’ in everything we do. By listening and responding to
the ‘Voice of the Guest’, we have a mechanism which enables
us to attract and retain customers.
Toyota’s guest-centric approach places effort on ensuring service excellence and
quality as well as effectively resolving issues where they arise. With our commitment
to Kaizen, continuous improvement is driven from our manufacturing plant
through to customer engagement. TSAM constantly re-evaluates and revitalises
its approach to customer service through continuous improvement. Our ReBorn
strategy ensures that we continuously improve our guest relations as well as the
quality, safety and affordability of our vehicles.
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Guest-centricity is a key component
of our value proposition. Listening to
the ‘Voice of the Guest’ is a crucial
component which ensures that we
deliver a positive experience. This
philosophy underpins our approach
to guest experience and ensures that
we listen, and we are responsive to
our guests’ expectations. It is built on
the principles of convenience, fairness
and transparency, convenience,
personalisation and collaboration.
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Successfully delivering this experience
requires an engaged staff complement,
committed to understanding and

We aim to meet the ever-evolving
needs of our guests. To stay relevant
in a changing world, we have a
‘Future Toyota’ team which focuses
on building, identifying and driving
projects which focus on transforming
our digital support capabilities and
guest-centricity. The ‘Voice of the
Guest’ enables us to identify, develop
and implement many new processes,
systems and technologies which
enhance our customer experience and

engagement. Toyota’s view on guest
retention is not only focused on repeat
business — our intention is to cultivate
love for the brand.
The MyToyota application enables
owners to manage and monitor various
aspects of their vehicle ownership
digitally.
In 2018 we listened to the ‘Voice of the
Guest’ and made our vehicles more
attractive by increasing our focus on
accessories. Through interdepartmental
collaborations with the vehicle planning
team, we have introduced more
attractive accessories to our various
models which are relevant to the
lifestyle requirements of our guests.
The introduction of Toyota-certified
accessories at our dealer network has
made us a one-stop shop for authentic
parts and accessories. This also
contributes to our ‘Keep It Genuine’
campaign.
TOYOTA SOUTH AFRICA MOTORS

The sustainability of TSAM is
intrinsically linked to our ability to retain
and expand our valued customer base.
Therefore, our key priority is to maintain
high levels of guest satisfaction which
cultivates loyalty.

delivering what guests require.
We specifically recruit employees
with the right attitude and an
aptitude for hospitality. The Toyota
Touch programme develops Toyota
ambassadors who live the Toyota
values. In 2018 we held 58 sessions
for 3 568 employees and dealer staff
through the programme. TSAM also
collaborates with the TMC global
network to establish and adopt
best practices.

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2018/19

Ensuring customer
satisfaction
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SOCIETY//CUSTOMER AND QUALITY FIRST (continued)

Ensuring quality
TSAM, driven by its top management,
strictly upholds its pledge to quality.
Our CEO, Andrew Kirby, also assumes
the role of Chief Quality Officer for Africa.
We dedicate considerable resources to
quality assurance, engaging suppliers,
training and raising our employees’
awareness. Communication and
collaboration are vital mechanisms to
ensuring good quality.

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2018/19
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Our manufacturing inputs are vetted
through robust quality control tests
and they are approved at our quality
assurance laboratory. TSAM’s Quality
Control Engineering (QCE) engages
with suppliers to ensure that their
parts constantly meet our standards.
We have an annual supplier award,
which rates suppliers according to
their delivery, number of incidents,
accuracy, pricing and quality. Supplier
performance is calculated on a daily
basis using the parts per million (PPM)
metric. We also have a red/yellow card
system. Our supplier Obeya is also a
key setting where we invite suppliers
to meet and discuss issues. We aim to
ultimately define corrective actions to
enhance their quality in this setting.
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The ‘four best practices’
approach is a key
contributor to our quality.

Each shift at our manufacturing
plants begins with a quality
pledge and a discussion of
any quality-related issues
Our Customer First Group relies on the
from the previous shift.
‘Voice
of the Guest’ to conduct quality assurance
When quality issues
and
resolve
issues. Quality issues which are raised
arise, we search
by
customers
are discussed, defined and addressed
for the root cause
appropriately
on
a weekly basis. The leadership team is
through direct
given
a
status
update on a monthly basis.
observation – a
principle called
TSAM’s customer call centre provides guests with a platform
Genchi Genbutsu –
to gain assistance, support and information as well as
to identify the cause
raise complaints. The call centre has been instrumental
and implement
in engaging with guests as part of the Takata airbag
preventative
recall campaign. We have a dedicated team
measures.
dedicated to the recall and to assist with
booking vehicles.
We obtain insights through

Resolving issues

our regular engagements
with the Japan Quality Control
Engineering (JQCE) and Europe
Quality Control Engineering (EQCE)
teams. Additionally, we partake in
annual global quality meetings which
focus on defining quality improvement
initiatives and engaging to resolve
quality issues identified during the year.
Our team leaders undergo focused
training on the principle of Kaizen
– continuous improvement.
We constantly make them aware
of the critical role they play in the
manufacturing process and quality

1
2

assurance. We have made an effort to
enhance the level of ownership among
workers through the ‘My process
My quality’ drive. We have also started
encouraging employees to identify and
flag defects in the process, even those
that are not part of their own process
– a philosophy we refer to as ‘keen
sense’. In 2018 we made a concerted
effort to focus on the human element
of our production process. TSAM
concentrates on ensuring that workers’
emotions are acknowledged and that
they are recognised and applauded for
their good work.

employees define and implement
best practices for team members,
management, manufacturing
processes and teams
foster greater alignment between
different roles

3
4

improve
teamwork

increase employee
engagement
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Service excellence
TSAM is focused on enriching the Toyota ownership experience. We aim to ensure
that guests continue experiencing friendly, reliable and convenient service beyond
the point of sale and throughout their vehicle’s life cycle. Our after-sales service
aims to honour our guest-centric culture at every touchpoint.
Toyota South Africa Motors has rolled out revised service plans for its new vehicles,
effectively increasing the number of services available to relatively low-mileage
customers. While the total kilometre limit of each plan is unchanged, the number of
years parameter in each instance has been changed to number of services.
New plan

one year/
10 000km

two years/
30 000km

three services/
30 000km

Toyota Yaris; Corolla
Quest

one year/
15 000km

three years/
45 000km

three services/
45 000km

Toyota Avanza; GT86

one year/
15 000km

three years/
60 000km

four services/
60 000km

Toyota Corolla;
Prius; C-HR; RAV4;
Fortuner 4.0 V6

one year/
15 000km

five years/
90 000km

six services/
90 000km

Toyota Hilux;
Fortuner (diesel);
FJ Cruiser; Prado;
Land Cruiser 200;
Quantum (bus/van)

one year/
10 000km

five years/
90 000km

nine services/
90 000km

Roadside
assistance

Our Toyota Customer Care Programme entails benefits such
as AA Roadside Assistance for three years or 100 000km after
the vehicle’s sale date. The Hino Care programme provides a
dedicated call centre available 24/7 for Hino owners.

Service

Toyota’s Express Services (ES) is a dedicated vehicle care
programme. It is a convenient and flexible, while-you-wait
servicing option that takes between 60 and 90 minutes.
We introduced ES lite, a service which started in 2018.
Twelve dealers are currently ES-certified (eight in Gauteng, two
in Durban, one in Cape Town and one in North-West) and one
dealer is ES lite-certified (Gauteng).
The service is facilitated by dedicated ES advisers who assist guests
to book appointments at a time which suits their busy schedule.
To lessen off-road time for routine maintenance, Hino dealers also
offer flexible servicing times outside of office hours.

Early
detection

Through our early detection system, we aim to identify and
resolve technical issues timeously. This assists in preventing
problems from reoccurring by addressing component issues at
source.

Toyota’s global affiliates collaborate to resolve issues and we launch campaigns to
address problems as they arise. Recalls are an important step to ensure the safety
and quality of our vehicles and to work towards Kaizen (continuous improvement).

The Takata Recall
As part of a TMC global policy,
TSAM initiated a recall campaign
in 2017 to replace certain Takataproduced front airbag inflators.
We are committed to the safety
of our customers by replacing
airbags that could potentially
endanger drivers due to moisture
intrusion over time. TSAM has
a dedicated Takata call centre
which runs in conjunction with our
main CCC.
TSAM has successfully addressed
41.2% of the estimated 770 000
impacted vehicles. In South Africa,
no injuries or fatalities linked
to these airbags have been
reported. Our largest challenge
in accelerating the process has
been the availability of parts and
contacting the current owners of
older vehicles that are affected.
We have attempted to liaise with
the government to obtain this
ownership data but due to privacy
restrictions we have not been
successful. TSAM has piloted
alternative engagement methods
such as mobile awareness units
which have been placed at key
locations during peak travelling
seasons.
We have invested in specialised
equipment to safely dispose of the
recalled and replaced airbags.

TOYOTA SOUTH AFRICA MOTORS

Old plan

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2018/19

Toyota Etios

Service interval
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SOCIETY//CUSTOMER AND QUALITY FIRST (continued)

SANParks’ and
Toyota’s anti-poaching
efforts

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2018/19
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TSAM is a proud supporter of
South African National Parks’
(SANParks) anti-poaching efforts.
We collaboratively participate in
this initiative. In 2018 we provided
two Hilux Double Cab 4x4 vehicles
valued at approximately R546 500
each. TSAM is committed to
curbing wildlife crimes in protected
areas and enabling rangers to
perform their duties more effectively.
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The first vehicle was deployed
to the Kruger National Park’s
anti-poaching team.
The second one was donated
to Marakele National Park
outside Thabazimbi in Limpopo.
This vehicle will primarily assist in
transporting a wide-area persistent
surveillance system throughout the
park for purposes of security and
monitoring. The system consists
of a suite of radar and electrooptic sensors which can detect
human movement – effective
in countering poaching in the
Marakele National Park.
Additionally, TSAM funded the
maintenance of nine vehicles in
Pilanesberg and we have provided
service plans and warranties for
these vehicles to ensure that they
remain genuine and to enhance
their durability. We also support and
raise money for rhino notching and
DNA sampling activities. One of
our dealerships, Hillcrest Toyota,
supplied a vehicle to a conservancy
which has a rhino orphanage, to
support the supply of feed to the
orphaned rhinos.

TSAM is a pivotal contributor to the South African taxi industry. The taxi industry
provides all South Africans, including a significant portion of the country’s workforce
with an affordable travel solution to and from their destinations. The growth in the
youth population, which relies on public transport, is also increasing. We actively
participate in the Taxi Recapitalisation Programme (TRP), which aims to bring safe,
effective, reliable, affordable and accessible taxi operations. The programme has
been extended to 2025 and TSAM will continue to increase our production capacity
to address the increase in demand.
TSAM offers the taxi industry a three-year/60 000km free service plan at no cost to
the customer for the Ses’fikile. By supporting vehicle servicing at Toyota dealerships
using genuine parts, we provide taxi owners with a cost-effective solution that
enhances vehicle safety and durability, resulting in their peace of mind.
Through our Status Club, awards and sponsorships, we maintain constructive
relationships and recognise our fleet owners in the taxi industry. The TSAM Status
Club is a weekend-long fleet customer engagement and award ceremony event for
our top corporate fleet sales customers. The South African National Taxi Council
(SANTAGO) and the National Taxi Alliance (NTA) also receive recognition for their
support. TSAM sponsors conferences, annual general meetings (AGMs) and sports
days in-kind and in monetary terms.

LOOKING AHEAD
Our priority is to continually embed Toyota’s values into our guest interactions
by training and developing our employees, and through initiatives which
enhance employee engagement. Through the Toyota Touch model, we are
committed to driving a guest-centric culture which leads to improved guest
retention. Our +Alpha Guest experience will enable each dealership to offer
the best guest experience in their town based on the ‘Voice of the Guest’.
TSAM aims to leverage our digital platforms to deliver on our guests’
expectations. We are currently working on the new e-Toyota platform, which
will enable us to provide guests with real-time mobile interaction as part of
our purchasing and after-sales service value proposition. We are already in
the process of building back-end systems to facilitate this. We are introducing
digital dealer-facing tools to support the guest better and provide a seamless
experience. These include Connect for Service (tablet-based service check-in)
and Connect for Technical (to support EDER in a proactive manner).

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2018/19
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COLLABORATION

with business partners

HIGHLIGHTS

•	Implemented an additional
outbound call centre to resolve
Takata recall

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2018/19
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•	Implementation of a pilot project
at a filling station to scan cars
available for the Toyota Takata
recall
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CHALLENGES
•	Struggling to contact owners for
Takata recall
•	Ownership changes
•	Parts availability

We collaborate with our value chain partners to ensure that
our vehicles stay true to the Toyota, Lexus and Hino brands.
This enables us to ensure that all components meet our highquality standards and are delivered on time and in full. Our dealer
network is critical in delivering our customer-first promise.
Therefore, we ensure that they provide customer satisfaction at
every touchpoint.
We pride ourselves in our efforts to build and maintain long-term relationships with
our suppliers and dealers through shared principles, co-operation and collaboration.
We want to ensure that our engagement with these partners is mutually beneficial
and contributes to the economic development of the communities in which we
operate. Our suppliers and dealers play a pivotal role in building customer loyalty
and retention.
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DEALERS

Dealers can become DPOKcertified through participation in
our training programme which
consists of classroom-based
sessions, on-site introduction to our
warehouse operations as well as
an implementation project at each
dealer. As part of our strategy to be
recognised by TMC as their African
training provider we have certified team

Implementation of DPOK has resulted
in a reduction of wastage, running
leaner operations and reduced
emergency airfreight of parts –
ultimately contributing to cost savings
and less CO2 emissions.
The Toyota Centre of Technical
Excellence (TCOTE) houses our
Repair Support programme which
was established in 2012 to support
continuous upskilling of technicians
with the technological advancement
of our vehicles. In 2018 we had 14
repair support dealers with specialised

technicians and equipment (2017: 11).
We are currently satisfied with this
footprint of specialised technicians
but will increase the coverage if
necessary. The centre offers training
biannually through an online system.
Our technicians regularly interact with
one another and collaborate through
video connections and smartboards.
We are committed to becoming a
vital role player in TMC’s parts supply
infrastructure. TSAM’s long-term goal
is to become TMC’s hub for parts
supply to our African dealers. GTOPAS
has been instrumental in enhancing
the quality and efficiency of our
supply chain by integrating with our
global affiliates. It enhances our daily

TSAM Service Parts Mission

‘Always Better Parts’
High quality, high availability, good value
whenever, wherever, whatever
Happier customer

Supply chain review
DLR operation support

Warehouse Kaizen
Global
competitiveness

Service Parts
Business Reform

(Customer-driven business)

Service Parts
Self-Reliance

Parts supply Kaizen

(Customer operation Kaizen)

Parts ReBORN
GTOPAS*
* New Global Parts System launched in April 2017

TOYOTA SOUTH AFRICA MOTORS

They also play a vital role in ensuring
availability of parts and to support
orders. TSAM strives to provide parts
for 15 years after the last production
date of a vehicle, or as long as there is
sufficient demand. As such inventory
management is crucial. Dealer Parts
Operations Kaizen (DPOK) consolidates
and connects the TMC ecosystem,
which includes our production system
to the full supply chain, TSAM, TMC
and our dealer network.

leaders as DPOK trainers – making
them the only recognised DPOK
trainers on the African continent.

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2018/19

TSAM’s dealerships are independently
owned. They fulfil sales, distribution
and service functions in our value
chain. The dealer network is key in
ensuring that our guests’ experience is
well received. Each dealership strives
to promote guest-centricity and that
each experience is ‘Best in Town’.
This supports our guest retention
strategy and ensures growth and
increased market share. Following this
commitment to guest-centricity, Toyota
and Hino won gold at the 2018 NADA
DSI awards while Lexus won silver.
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SOCIETY//COLLABORATION WITH BUSINESS PARTNERS (continued)

operations such as picking and binning
parts as well as inventory forecasting,
control and management, resulting in
reduced lead time to customers.
Further to GTOPAS, our journey to
global competitiveness has also been
supported by Service Parts Business
Reform (SPBR) and Service Parts SelfReliance (SPSR). TSAM aims to ensure
high quality, high availability and good
value, whenever and wherever.

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2018/19
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TSAM has continued to drive the ‘Keep
It Genuine’ campaign. This campaign
aims to ensure that we continue to
retain out-of-warranty and out-ofservice-plan customers. It ensures
that all vehicles, irrespective of their
age, maintain their quality, reliability,
integrity, safety and performance using
approved parts. We engage with
dealers through the General Accessary
Sales Enhancement Programme,
creating awareness about the benefits
of the ‘Keep It Genuine’ campaign.
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Our ‘Always better’
safety programme

1.	Implementation of process and
fundamentals, by integrating
with Kodawari, Dealer
Environmental Risk Audit
Programme (DERAP), customer
activities and legislative
requirements
2.	Kaizen and awareness,
by establishing a safety
organisation structure, safety
policy, declaration and safety
Kaizen
3.	Creation of a safety culture, by
promoting ownership, correct
mindset and sustainability

Safety at dealerships continues to be
supported through our ‘Always better’
safety programme that addresses
dealer employee and customer safety
through three steps:
The global Kodawari programme
ensures that we meet our customer
care expectations. We train our dealers
on Kodawari practices and they are
required to submit monthly selfaudits via the e-Toyota dealer portal.
TSAM’s After-Sales managers validate
these biannually and highlight areas
for improvement. 199 of our dealers
are Kodawari-certified (2018 target:
199) while for Lexus we aim for 80%
certification. In 2018, 13 Lexus dealers
were Kodawari-certified (target: 15).
We hold our dealers accountable
for their environmental footprint.
TSAM’s DERAP dealers are assisted
and guided on minimising their
environmental impact (for more
information on our dealer network and
the environment, see page 65).
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SUPPLIERS
Suppliers play a vital role in our value chain. We collaborate with our suppliers to ensure that our
vehicles stay true to the Toyota, Lexus and Hino brands.

In our mass manufacturing preparation,
TSAM collaborated extensively with
suppliers through 2018, selecting
suppliers and proposing commodities,
providing training with ongoing shop
floor observation, data collection

Our Jishuken activities for shop floor
process improvement saw TSAM
improve supplier capacity and
capability through 2018, meeting
targets for inventory days, utilised
space and process efficiency.

Our Research and
Development (R&D)
team reports to
TSAM’s Purchasing,
Planning and
Engineering Division.
They are responsible
for vehicle design
adaptation and value
engineering.

Vehicles are designed
at TMC and are adapted
to meet the needs of
regional customers.
This forms part of
our research and
development (R&D)
ReBorn strategy and our
pursuit to incorporate
the ‘Voice of the Guest’
in our vehicle design
features.

TSAM is also working hard to develop
a sustainable supplier base of the
future by leveraging an integrated
human resources development
programme and management training
programme, which begins with a feeder
programme from high school level.
Graduates are trained in manufacturing
improvement to become Kaizen leaders
through shop floor experience.
In 2019 TSAM will continue with our
Mono-zukuri activities for advanced
front-loading for parts and processes.

Suppliers contribute
by ensuring that the
vehicle design is
modified accordingly
and that the required
components
can be sourced
to meet vehicle
specifications.

The final product
is tested at our
regional evaluation
facility to validate
vehicle and
component quality
and reliability.

TOYOTA SOUTH AFRICA MOTORS

and analysis, and ultimately target
setting and effectiveness monitoring
to move suppliers from a position of
being potential risks to stable, efficient
suppliers and innovators who provide
cost benefits to TSAM. Identification
of high-risk supplier commodities is
continuous and contributes to the
elimination of D-Rank suppliers.

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2018/19

TSAM’s Purchasing, Planning and
Engineering Division oversees all
interactions with suppliers. This division
comprises a Commercial Purchasing
team, which is responsible for global
sourcing, pricing and day-to-day
supplier management. The Supplier
Parts Engineering team manages
supplier development and localisation.
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SOCIETY//COLLABORATION WITH BUSINESS PARTNERS (continued)
The reliability and efficiency of our
supply chain is a critical factor
which influences our manufacturing
plant and production capabilities.
All Toyota affiliates practice just-intime manufacturing and we support
and guide our suppliers to adopt this
culture. Please refer to page 26 for our
approach to ensuring quality.

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2018/19
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Supported by TMC, TSAM promotes
supplier Kaizen (continuous
improvement) through the Monozukuri
programme. The capability and
stability of suppliers is assessed by
a TMC specialist annually. Based on
the assessment, the specialist visits
TSAM to work with our engineering
team and suppliers in developing
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improvement plans. We support
suppliers to implement these plans,
and to track and monitor their
progress. Furthermore, warranty claims
are monitored to identify the root cause
and supplier and/or design defects are
addressed with suppliers.
Suppliers are invited to attend TSAM’s
management development courses
alongside our employees and to
participate in Toyota’s Production
System Training. TSAM conducts
supplier site visits, invites suppliers to
our TSAM plant Safety Dojo and shares
safety information at supplier meetings
as part of our effort to try mitigate
safety incidents.

TSAM’s procurement is based on
Our Green Purchasing guideline and
we ensure that purchasing decisions
are made transparently, ethically and
meet TMC’s standards. We offer Toyota
Purchasing Education Programmes
(TPEP), develop SOPs, offer employee
mentoring and coaching, and role
rotations are encouraged.
We expect suppliers to achieve
ISO14001 certification (for more
information on suppliers and the
environment, see page 59). All suppliers
that service TMC global affiliates
should be legally compliant and
adhere to human rights and implement
initiatives that contribute to their local
communities and global society.
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Transformation and preferential procurement

2018/19
actual

2017/18
target

2017/18
actual

B-BBEE spend as a measure against total spent

5

4.03

5

3.52

Spend with QSE

3

0.60

3

0.55

Spend with EME

4

0.74

4

0.82

Spend with >51% black-owned suppliers

9

6.16

9

3.19

Spend with >30% black female-owned suppliers

4

3.08

4

2.37

Bonus:
Spend with designated groups >51% black-owned

2

0.37

2

0.78

27

14.98

27

11.23

TSAM SUPPLIERS BY CONTRIBUTION
LEVEL
Number of suppliers

2018/19

2017/18

2 462

2 438

Level 1

13%

10%

Level 2

10%

11%

Level 3

5%

5%

Level 4

24%

22%

Level 5

1%

4%

Level 6

1%

2%

Level 7

2%

2%

Level 8

8%

8%

No certification

31%

33%

Non-compliant

5%

3%

In 2018 we spent R26.61 billion
(2017: R21.18 billion) on local
procurement. This amount included
R5.69 billion (2017: R2.99 billion) of our
total local procurement spent on 51%
black-owned suppliers. We committed
R1.79 billion (2017: R1.50 billion) with
30% black women-owned suppliers.
Localisation, which is a government
policy to drive industrial development
of South Africa, has become an

increasingly huge focal point in the
supply chain with the main purpose of
growing the South African economy
and creating more jobs. Among
other objectives, the South African
Automotive Masterplan aims to achieve
a localisation rate of 60% and double
employment in the sector by 2035.
Currently 50% of parts are imported.
Although we improved our performance
in this area, procurement remains a

challenge due to TMC’s requirements.
TMC sources numerous components
from large multinationals that do
not adhere to the B-BBEE Codes.
Sourcing local content is also
difficult because there is a deficit of
black and particularly black femaleowned component manufacturers in
South Africa. TSAM has implemented
C-MAP to support and increase blackowned component manufacturing
businesses in our supply chain.
This platform identifies suitable
businesses and outsources work,
which is non-core to our operations, to
these businesses.
TSAM has programmes which provide
Tier 2, 3 and 4 suppliers with the
platform to improve their operations to
automotive standards and to grow their
businesses. The programme aims to
address our localisation imperative and
to increase the number of black-owned
suppliers in our value chain. TSAM
sponsored eight black-owned supplier
stands at the NAACAM show, enabling
them to market their businesses and
to network with other OEMs and
suppliers.

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2018/19

2018/19
target

PREFERENTIAL PROCUREMENT SCORECARD

TOYOTA SOUTH AFRICA MOTORS

TSAM embraces the spirit of transformation, which is in line with South Africa’s broad-based black economic empowerment
(B-BBEE) legislation. We are committed to uplifting black-owned businesses and suppliers to achieve at least a level 4 rating.
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SOCIETY//COLLABORATION WITH BUSINESS PARTNERS (continued)

Key summary of South Africa’s Automotive Masterplan 2035
1.	Achieve 1% of global vehicle production by 2035 (increase from current 600 000 units to almost 1.4 million
units a year)
2.	Increase local content from current 39% to 60%
3.	Double employment in the value chain from current levels to about 240 000
4.	Achieve at least level 4 B-BBEE status from 2021
5.	Support to be based on value addition rather than production sales value

MASTERPLAN
SAAM
2035 VISION

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2018/19
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A globally competitive and transformed industry that actively
contributes to the sustainable development of South Africa’s productive
economy, creating prosperity for industry stakeholders and broader society.
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OBJECTIVES: 1% of global vehicle production, 60% local content, 100% employment
growth, competitiveness to leading competitor standards, industry transformation,
increased value addition within GVCs.

Local Market
Optimisation

Regional
Market
Development

Localisation

Infrastructure
Development

Industry
Transformation

1

2

3

4

5

Supporting institutional environment
Enabling policy post 2020

Technology
and
Associated
Skills
Development

6
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Enterprise development

LOOKING AHEAD

In addition to enterprise development initiatives for our suppliers, TSAM has
initiatives which are aimed at transformation and skills transfer within our dealer
network. We are also a proud supporter of small, medium and micro enterprises
(SMMEs).

Our priority to become TMC’s
training and parts supply hub for
the African continent will remain.

Preferential procurement
Enterprise development
Supplier development

Target

Actual

11

14.98

7

7

10

10

28.00

31.98

TSAM supports enterprise development efforts which uplift the South African taxi
industry. We provide initiatives that develop the entrepreneurial skills and spirit of
this industry. Our business management and office administrator courses for taxi
executives and taxi office support personnel across the country has been running
for the past four years. The programme is facilitated in collaboration with the
University of Pretoria.
The Ses’fikile Programme in Management Principles is aimed at taxi executives and
covers economic literacy, leadership development as well as business, financial
and personnel management, communication, presentation and report writing skills.
In 2018, 101 out of 120 (2017: 120) individuals who registered for the programme
completed it and received a certificate.
The Ses’fikile Office Management Programme covers communication skills,
events management, computer literacy and basic financial skills. 114 out of 120
(2017: 120) individuals who registered for the programme completed it and received
a certificate in 2018.

Collaboration and trust between
our suppliers and dealers is
essential in developing and
expanding our world-class
capabilities. To ensure we meet
best-in-class standards, we are
committed to continue investing in
supplier and dealer development.

TOYOTA SOUTH AFRICA MOTORS

ENTERPRISE AND SUPPLIER
DEVELOPMENT SCORECARD

We are committed to progressing
with our efforts on enterprise
development and preferential
procurement. TSAM will
keep driving its initiatives on
empowerment and localisation.
We will also continue supporting
supplier development and the
establishment of black-owned
component manufacturers.

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2018/19

The R42 million Toyota Empowerment Trust (TET) fund is dedicated to supplier and
enterprise development. The fund was established to train specialised automation
technicians. Our long-term goal is to support qualified technicians to start their own
maintenance firms and to offer this highly sought-after specialist service to Toyota
and other vehicle manufacturers.
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HIGHLIGHTS

EMPLOYEES
Our employees are the custodians of the Toyota Way.
We support continuous improvement through training
and development, providing on-site, hands-on experience
(Genchi Genbutsu) and taking each challenge as an opportunity
to learn and grow. We are fostering a working environment
based on the culture of Mendomi, which means that we take
care of employees like we would take care of our own family.

•	Access control implemented at
all clinics
•	On-site occupational therapy
•	In-plant OH mobile service
•	100% completion of driver
medicals

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2018/19

TOYOTA SOUTH AFRICA MOTORS

•	Good progress on MSP
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CHALLENGES
•	Medical aid billing for subsidised
salaried employees
•	Electronic appointment system
•	Introduced in-plant chronic
mobile service
•	Placement of employees
returning from disability
•	Ergonomics (number of patients
diagnosed with MSD)
•	Obesity

5 Continents Drive (5CD) Project in Africa
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salaried staff

(2017: 1 925)

hourly staff

(2017: 4 765)

temporary staff

(2017: 630)

88% Prospecton Plant (Durban)
6% Atlas
6% Sandton

Employee attraction, retention and compensation
Strengthening our position as the employer of choice is a key priority. TSAM strives
to embed a culture that attracts and retains a diverse workforce with the right
attitude. We are also targeting candidates whose values align to Toyota’s Guiding
Principles. Our recruitment channels and our revitalised graduate programmes
provide an employment pipeline. TSAM also has a succession planning framework
for salaried employees which includes role rotation and an enhanced focus on
developmental pathways.
We grant our office-based staff flexible work arrangements and dress privileges
through our ‘dress for your day’ initiative.
TSAM achieved an overall turnover of 4.7% (2017: 1.0%). The total turnover of our
salaried permanent employees was 3.4% (2017: 1.0%) and 1.7% (2017: 1.0%) for
our hourly employees.
Our remuneration practices are aligned with market benchmarks. TSAM’s
remuneration philosophy has been designed to drive better performance and
loyalty. We are cognisant that our employees are attractive candidates to other
businesses and frequent targets for recruitment and we aim to ensure that
we maintain competitive remuneration structures. As such we reviewed our
compensation packages to address high attrition rates among talented black
graduates and managers.

How we set employee
remuneration

•	The Toyota South Africa
(TSA) Remuneration
Committee, which comprises
representatives from TSAM and
TMC, and reports to the TSA
board, sets the remuneration of
salaried staff. Our remuneration
framework follows a job grading
approach and is adjusted
annually to reflect employee
advancement and increases
according to the consumer
price index (CPI). We also
consider key performance
areas (KPAs), employee
competencies and merits.
TSAM also assesses the IDP to
also identify areas for further
development.
•	Effective from April 2018, the
across-the-board (ATB) award,
plus merit adjustments to
salaried staff, was a weighted
average of 6.4%.
•	The NBF negotiates the
remuneration for our hourly paid
employees. These discussions
are held every three years;
the next discussion will take
place in 2019.
•	The Masibambane scheme
provides additional incentives
for hourly paid workers in
the form of a 14th cheque.
This scheme is linked to
performance.
•	As per best practice, our
Masibambane incentive scheme
distributes bonuses based on
production and sales volumes,
after-sales and manufacturing
quality, and stable production
targets which align to Toyota’s
global focus on productivity.

TOYOTA SOUTH AFRICA MOTORS

(2017: 6 690)
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7 378
1 972
4 782
508

permanent employees
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SOCIETY//EMPLOYEES (continued)

Diversity and inclusion

Trade unions
TSAM maintains positive and productive relationships with trade unions.
Guided by our ‘Relationship by Objective’ approach we place great
emphasis on constructive engagements to build trust and collaboration.
We aim to update our strategy every five years or as regulatory
changes arise.
The Central Negotiations Committee (CNC) is overseen by the Monitoring
Committee, which assumes responsibility for dispute resolution. Our CNC
is responsible for ratifying any decisions or recommendations made by the
working groups and administering all unresolved issues. TSAM hosts annual
plenary sessions to track our progress. In 2018, one strike was reported.
Our TSAM employees are represented by two trade unions:
The National Union of Metal Workers of South Africa (NUMSA) and the
United Association of South Africa (UASA). 6 251 (2017: 5 850) of our
employees are members of NUMSA, UASA or NBF FEE, comprising 92.8%
(2017: 76.2%) of our total permanent workforce.
NUMSA holds collective bargaining rights for TSAM’s hourly paid employees
and at year-end had a total membership of 5 220 (2017: 5 306) employees
representing 77.5% (2017: 73%) of our workforce and 98.7% (2017: 82%)
of all hourly employees. UASA represents 503 (2017: 544 staff) or 7.5%
(2017: 7.4%) of all employees and 25.5% (2017: 24.6%) of salaried staff
and holds organisational rights.
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UASA

2018
actual

2017
actual

2016
actual

5 220

5 306

5 954

Hourly

91.3%

90%

93%

Salaried

19.8%

10%

7%

Total

77.5%

73%

86%

Total members

503

544

598

Hourly

0%

0%

0%

25.5%

24.6%

30.3%

7.5%

7.4%

9%

Total members

Salaried
Total

While TSAM is a TMC affiliate, we are
committed to building and maintaining
a workforce that is reflective of
South Africa’s diverse racial, gender,
age and experience landscape.
Our transformation efforts are aligned
to the Employment Equity Policy, and
other business, ethical and legislative
imperatives. We view progressive
transformation as a key to retaining our
social licence to operate and to attract
and retain skills.
TSAM has been focusing on making
our workplaces more friendly for
people with disabilities (PWD) in our
manufacturing and office positions
through the reasonable accommodation
programme. We have installed
elevators in our Sandton office and
we are looking to install one in Durban
too. We also undertake PWD training
that gives PWDs exposure within our
manufacturing operations.
The employment equity medium/longterm plan (MLTP) is still progressing.
In 2018 we fell short of our internal target
to increase transformation at executive
level, but we have remained committed
to ensuring that all positions from general
management and above should be
occupied by previously disadvantaged
people. Our representation at middle
management and lower management
has improved over the years. We have
also made great progress in addressing
income differentials amongst different
employee groups.
Our feeder programmes (learnerships,
in-service training and apprenticeships)
recruit based on the National and
Regional Economically Active
Populations (NEAP). These programmes
offer us an opportunity to introduce a
diverse variety of people into the TSAM
talent pool. To retain the talent that
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comes through our feeder programmes we have a multifaceted approach which entails increased intakes, absorptions, competitive
compensation and career paths.
Through various management structures and committees, including a central employment equity forum, TSAM’s senior
management reviews and discusses TSAM’s diversity efforts. Our senior management participates in an annual programme
to address unconscious bias and create awareness on cultural diversity. We also have an intra-company transfer programme
that offers skills development training in Europe for team members and leaders, in order to show them what it means to be
globally competitive.

TOTAL WORKFORCE BY EMPLOYMENT TYPE, GENDER, RACE AND REGION
Female

Occupational level
Top management
Senior management

Male
Total
African Indian Coloured White women African Indian Coloured White

Total
men

Grand
Total

1

1

2

5

9

8

14

1

60

83

92

12

14

6

17

49

24

44

2

52

122

171

Middle management

127

59

15

41

242

191

198

28

115

532

774

Junior management

116

73

24

55

268

296

216

54

83

649

917

17

2

0

0

19

132

71

17

23

243

262

Unskilled

608

52

50

4

714

3 272

319

133

22

3 745

4 460

Temporary

167

8

12

8

195

445

31

12

19

507

702

1 048

209

109

130

1 496

4 368

893

247

374

5 881

7 378

Johannesburg

146

20

23

68

257

453

45

32

114

644

901

Durban

902

189

86

62

1 239

3 915

848

215

260

5 238

6 477

Semi-skilled

Total
Region

The annual merit-based pay increases for all salaried employees is based
on the individual development plan (IDP) as well as annual targets and
deliverables. Employees’ performance is consistently discussed and assessed
throughout the year. The IDP also includes the employees’ personal and career
aspirations. This enables better alignment to the succession planning. In 2018,
92% (2017: 92%) of employees received a merit adjustment based on their
performance review.
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TSAM’s integrated performance management process guides and drives
employees to perform in a manner that supports the achievement of the company’s
overall strategy. Each individual’s creativity and teamwork is fundamental to our
business’s sustainability. We aim to incentivise and recognise each employee for
their contribution to the company.
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Performance management
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SOCIETY//EMPLOYEES (continued)

Employee training and development
In line with our Kaizen principle, TSAM is committed to continually enhancing
our employees’ professional and personal capabilities. R188 million
(2017: R183 million) was dedicated to developing our employees’ skills in
2018. 96% (R180 million (2017: R175 million)) of the total spent benefited black
employees. The Toyota Academy provided in-house training to 4 102 (2017: 4 231)
employees in 2018 while 1 214 (2017: 1 146) employees attended external
training programmes.

TWIMS also offers
five executive short
courses in:

TSAM provided study assistance bursaries for 719 (2017: 734) employees pursuing
further education. 95% of employees funded are black. R11.9 million was paid in
support of programmes in commerce, engineering, human resources, marketing,
labour relations and a management course.
•	Future manufacturing
•	Green manufacturing

QUALIFICATION
TYPE

TOYOTA SOUTH AFRICA MOTORS
SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2018/19

2018

•	African trade and
industrialisation

2018

Top management

4

Certificate

200

Senior managers

10

Degree

179

Middle managers

101

•	Lean supply chain management

Diploma

304

Junior management

130

Honours

7

Semi-skilled

286

TSAM executives have started
attending the programmes.

Masters

5

Unskilled

152

Matric

44

LEVEL

24

Certificate

200

Total average

719

Temporary
Total average

•	Lean operation management

36
719

The Gordon Institute of Business Science (GIBS) in partnership with Toyota Wessels
Institute for Manufacturing Studies (TWIMS) introduced a Master’s in Business
Administration (MBA) which specialises in manufacturing in March 2019.

2018
Future of Manufacturing

8

Green Manufacturing

5

Lean Operations
Management
Total average

5
18

The Maintenance Technical Training
Centre (MTTC) provides in-house
training courses in mechanics,
electronics, pneumatics, hydraulics and
robotics. We also upskill employees
to be competent with automated
guided vehicles and programmable
logic controllers. In 2018 MTTC
launched a pilot six-month postapprentice programme, which entailed
pneumatics, hydraulics, electrical
sequences, variable speed drives
and basic PLC skills. 50 apprentices
attended enrolled into the programme.
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% of
participants
absorbed
upon
% Female completion

Number of
participants

% African

Unemployed learnership

203

95%

2%

4%

47%

33%

Production learnership

271

93%

3%

4%

42%

43%

Apprenticeship

120

87%

10%

3%

38%

66%

Graduate programme

108

90%

6%

2%

46%

84%

PWD learnership

95

77%

3%

20%

63%

In-service trainees

31

90%

10%

0%

16%

0%

ABET

13

100%

0%

0%

0%

N/A

719

72%

16%

7%

35%

N/A

39

51%

28%

13%

10%

N/A

PROGRAMME

Study assistance bursaries
Bursaries

% Indian % Coloured

2018

2017

2016

Top management

343.07

0.38

21

Senior management

148.34

56.2

57

Middle management

168.68

164.5

104

Junior management

184.15

270.5

85

Semi-skilled

321.08

214.4

77

Unskilled

106.33

58.3

33

13.26

390.7

91

183.55

165

67

Temporary
Total average

Our graduate programme was
revitalised in order to enhance our
pipeline of talent and enable us to
meet our transformation and skills
needs. We had 55 learners on the
programme in 2018. The programme
was revitalised to ensure that we
recruit talent at an earlier stage by
offering a bursary as a feeder into
the programme. We also worked on
establishing a foundation phase for all
trainees. These changes will enable
us to improve the overall quality of
our pipeline.

The International Mobility Programme
aims to enhance our engineering
skills and capabilities for new model
production. A new initiative was the
Thailand Special Project to upskill
members in preparation for future SUV
models. By upskilling our employees
to reach global standards, we aim to
minimise our reliance on TMC over
time. The assignments are linked to our
business needs.

The programme currently has 58 highperforming members:

AFFILIATE
1. Japan (TMC/TMEJ)
2. Thailand (TDEM)
3. Europe (TME)

Number of
employees
31
7
18

4. India (TKM)

1

5. America (TMNA)

1
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AVERAGE HOURS OF TRAINING PER EMPLOYEE

TOYOTA SOUTH AFRICA MOTORS

On average, each TSAM employee received 183.55 (2017: 165) hours of training during the year.
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SOCIETY//EMPLOYEES (continued)
TSAM is focusing on the risk of
losing critical expertise due to an
ageing workforce and the recruitment
of skills aligned to automation.
Our Maintenance Technical Skills Dojo
runs an automotive training programme
to address this risk.
Our training and development initiatives
continue to include:
•	Our three feeder programmes –
TSAM’s graduate, apprenticeship
and learnership programmes
– ensure that we have a reliable
pipeline of external talent.
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•	TSAM’s career path training covers
most employee bands from plant
floor to executive level and outlines
training that employees are expected
to undertake. The training addresses
specific areas and job types and
includes global, legislative, Toyotaspecific, nominated and elective
courses.
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•	In 2018, 196 (2017: 86) learners
completed our Unemployment
Skills Programme that is designed
to develop skills to improve
employability and develop skills for
people with disabilities. It comprises
a full six-month learnership that
includes basic skills such as life

skills, spray painting, welding, hand
skills, drilling and machining, and
development of portfolio evidence
(DPE).
•	In partnership with the University
of Stellenbosch TSAM runs
the Management Development
Programme (MDP), Senior
Management Development
Programme (SMDP) and Executive
Management Development
Programme (EMDP). These
programmes focus on honing
leadership skills and business
acumen through implementationfocused assignments. In 2018 we
also introduced an environmental
training programme for our senior
managers.
•	TSAM’s interactive quality learning
centres (QLC) in Durban and
Johannesburg create awareness
and share knowledge on the history
of TMC and TSAM, and vehicle and
plant quality issues.
•	In conjunction with counterparts
at TMC’s Tahara plant in Japan,
the global skills training programme
offers team leaders opportunities
to learn. The programme has
been running for four years.
Team leaders go on a three-month

preparation course in South Africa
to learn Japanese culture,
language, production systems
and management skills. This is
then followed by three months
of on-the-job training in Japan.
The participants become catalysts
for the 4Best approach upon their
return.
•	TMC’s Train the Trainer Programme
at the Toyota Institute in Japan is
part of our five-year roadmap to
become the accredited Toyota
training service provider for Africa.
The programme aims to develop
the facilitator resources of its global
affiliates to improve quality and
alignment to global standards and
TMC culture. This also supports our
Olympic vision of lighting the fire of
education through Africa.
•	Our on-the-job mentoring and
coaching programme for our
executives progressed well in 2018.
The programme aims to nurture the
culture of Mendomi. The programme
entails a personality assessment,
a 360 review and tasks that are
facilitated by an executive coach.
TSAM has a roadmap to ensure that
employees at all levels can benefit
from this programme and similar
initiatives in the future.
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We have the following policies in
place:
•	Occupational health
•	Health-related emergency
•	Substance abuse
•	Safety shoes
•	HIV/Aids
TSAM has eight on-site clinics (six
in Durban and two in Gauteng).
The clinics provide primary healthcare
(PHC) and occupational healthcare
(OHC) services as well as employee
wellness to our employees. Our PHC
facility provides acute and chronic
care treatment to employees.
This also includes free dispensation
of medication. Our on-site
occupational therapist and a part-time
physiotherapist provide OHC support.
Before commencing employment all
employees undergo baseline medicals
and we have a Medical Surveillance
Programme (MSP) which monitors
occupational health risks periodically.
We conduct a job suitability
assessment for employees, most
notably for those who are diagnosed
with muscular skeletal occupational
disease. TSAM is also looking for
mechanisms to reduce noise-induced
hearing loss injuries.
We have a TSAM-wide automated
healthcare system in place to ensure
seamless management of health and
wellness. We are working on enhancing
this by also making provision for an
electronic appointment system.

During the year access control was
implemented at our clinics and our
in-plant mobile OHC service was
introduced. TSAM is also working on
an in-plant chronic mobile service.
These in-plant mobile services will
enhance our efficiencies and increase
the convenience for our employees too.
TSAM is cognisant of the risk that
HIV/Aids and tuberculosis (TB)
pose to our employees. They have
access to on-site testing and an HIV
Wellness Programme, which provides
monitoring, monthly assessments,
treatment and counselling services.
Employees in Johannesburg and
Durban also have access to a TB
management programme which deals
with suspected and confirmed cases of
TB. Treatment includes monthly health
reviews at a Chest Clinic or hospital,
typically for six months. Employees
with TB who are also identified as
being HIV-positive are referred to the
Wellness Programme. In December
2018 we concluded a public-private
partnership (PPP) between TSAM and
Prince Mshenyi Memorial Hospital
(PMMH). The PPP is part of the
Department of Health (DoH)’s Central
Chronic Medicines Dispensing and
Distribution (CCMDD) Programme.
Our PPP requires newly diagnosed
employees to be referred to their
local clinics to undergo counselling
and to be placed on the anti-retroviral

therapy (ARV) programme. Through
the CCMDD employees select a
designated point to collect their
medication. TSAM has engaged with
the DoH to register our main clinic as a
DoH-CCMDD pickup point.
We introduced a health and
wellness education and awareness
campaign, which was communicated
to employees via e-mails, news
magazines and LCD screens. We also
partake in World Aids Day initiatives.
TSAM employees are encouraged to
adopt a healthy lifestyle and participate
in voluntary counselling and testing
(VCT). These awareness initiatives and
our HIV/Aids policy are part of our
efforts to mitigate stigma associated
with the disease and discrimination.
In 2018, 972 (2017: 982) employees
either received therapy through the
HIV/Aids programme or took part
in it. 62.8% (2017: 64.6%) of all
employees participated in HIV testing.
85% (2017: 85%) of our senior
managers participated in HIV testing.
19% (2017: 17%) of all employee
deaths were attributed to HIV/Aids.
TB is closely linked to HIV/Aids-related
deaths. TSAM aims to prevent, detect
and treat the disease accordingly.
TSAM provides on-site TB screening
and directly observes treatment (DOT)
to employees with the illness. Sick
leave is approved for all employees
who test positive during their infectious
period and their health is closely
monitored throughout their recovery
period. Colleagues in areas affected by
the disease are screened and complete
TB questionnaires during their routine
clinic consultations.
TSAM encourages all employees who
are diagnosed with TB to undergo
voluntary HIV tests. During 2018,
26 (2017: 18) employees contracted
TB. 100% (2017: 88%) of our
employees who contracted TB took
voluntary HIV tests.

TOYOTA SOUTH AFRICA MOTORS

TSAM undertakes an uncompromising
approach to the health and wellness
of our employees. We are committed
to achieving a 100% legal compliance
for all health and wellness-related
aspects of our business. Our health
and wellness strategy aims to address
the risk which we face.

In 2018, we committed R30.24 million
to health and wellness. Our sick leave
figures increased to 66 058 days
(2017: 51 761 days). The TSAM
Employee Assistance Programme
(EAP) is accessible to employees
and their families. In 2018, 1 589
(2017: 1 614) employees obtained
free counselling for personal and/or
work-related issues through this facility.
TSAM provides vision testing and
prescription safety glasses to drivers
and employees who work in risky areas
of the plant. 100% of TSAM’s drivers
completed their medicals.
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Health and wellness
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SOCIETY//EMPLOYEES (continued)

Safety
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As a good corporate citizen, TSAM
conducts business while upholding respect
for human rights principles. We adhere to
the Constitution of South Africa and labour
protection legislation. Our internal Code of
Conduct also aims to ensure the utmost
protection of and respect for human
rights in South Africa.

3.

We have four pillars which outline
our approach to addressing STOP-6
injuries in the workplace. TSAM reviews
and identifies activities and initiatives
along with targets to strengthen

•	improving cleanliness and having
appropriate lighting;
•	reducing our employees’ exposure to
noise and hazardous chemicals;
•	human safety development; and
•	contractors’ safety training.
Our Safety Dojo provides safety
training to employees, contractors and
suppliers. It comprises 30 interactive
training stations, including all aspects
of health and safety. A total of
172 employees at Sandton and Atlas
completed the Safety Dojo training
in 2018.

ZERO
INCIDENTS

ZERO STOP-6
CONTRACTORS

Respect for
human rights

We continue to work hard in
eradicating STOP-6 injuries3. STOP-6
incidents are now also escalated at a
monthly global executive meeting.

these pillars. Our risk management
programme is based on the Kicken
Yochi (translated as ‘danger prediction’)
philosophy:

HUMAN SAFETY
DEVELOPMENT

TSAM participates in biannual
engagements with TMC and our global
affiliates to share safety incidents
and key learnings. TMC relies on this
collaborative approach to identify and
define safety focus areas, which are

It also supports the principle of Yokoten,
where affiliates are encouraged to
assess if they have the same safety
issues as highlighted at global level
and Yarakiri, where affiliates ensure that
they comply to TMC’s standards which
address their safety issues.

RISK MANAGEMENT

TOYOTA SOUTH AFRICA MOTORS

We aim to mitigate safety incidents and
achieve our target of zero incidents.
Safety is a collective responsibility
and we resolve issues through Genchi
Genbutsu and the involvement of all
relevant employees from VP to team
member level who meet at the site of
the incident to discuss and develop
countermeasures.

then built into their five-year safety plan
and our annual safety plan.

WORKPLACE

The focus on safety remains a key
priority for TSAM. We have an ingrained
safety culture which assigns ownership
to all employees. Our CEO is ultimately
responsible for employee safety and
is supported by the Safety, Health
and Environment (SHE) Department,
which assumes responsibility for
the day-to-day SHE management.
The Executive Health and Safety
Committee reviews TSAM’s safety
performance and policies. The Health
and Safety Committees represent and
enforce health and safety at operational
level. A safety co-ordinator/champion is
assigned to each shop floor.

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (OSHMS)
SAFETY CULTURE
TOYOTA WAY/GUIDING PRINCIPLES

	‘Contact with heavy objects’; ‘Contact with vehicles’; ‘Pinched by machine’; Fall from height’; ‘Burns’ and ‘Electric shock’
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29

1.64

26

1.55
1.36

22

30

28

25

1.62

1.64

1.50

6

2

3

2016

2017

2018

2016

2017

2018

2016

2017

2018

TSAM total injury
cases
actual

TSAM total incident
rate

target

actual

TSAM STOP-6
incidents

target

TSAM’S TOTAL INJURY RATE
COMPARED WITH OTHER TOYOTA
AFFILIATES

2018

2017

TSAM

1.50

1.64

European Union

0.72

1.55

Asia Pacific

0.06

0.25

Japan

0.26

0.10

North America

6.24

7.61

LOOKING AHEAD
We will continue to drive our culture
of Mendomi through personal
development of our employees and
initiatives such as our on-the-job
mentoring and coaching programme,
and ensuring that the personal and
professional aspirations of employees
form part of their career development.
In 2018 our Corporate Services Group
piloted the Toyota business practice
(TBP) through on-the-job development.
TBP’s desired outcome is to develop
ambassadors at the workplace to
permeate problem-solving thinking and
a mindset change.
The pilot programme was successful
and TBP has been approved for
further roll-out throughout the group
over the next three years. T-3 trainers
focus on coaching and teaching
individuals and groups, to solve
problems using TBP thinking. TSAM
aims to improve the TBP competency
rate from the current 49%.
To enhance the health and wellness of
our employees we are assessing the
prospects of implementing BMI Testing
for all PHC visits. This is supported by
awareness around obesity and weight
reduction and access to a dietician.
We also aim to introduce a healthy
breakfast option at our canteens.

Employee satisfaction
We annually conduct an employee satisfaction survey. Our general managers engage their teams on the survey results and
collectively they identify areas to address concerns raised.

EMPLOYEE SATISFACTION SURVEY
Hourly 2018

Salaried 2018

Valid
participants

Engaged

Neutral

Disengaged

Valid
participants

Engaged

Neutral

Disengaged

1 755

34.4%

29.8%

35.8%

1 838

57.2%

24.6%

18.2%

Engaged

Neutral

Disengaged

57.6%

28.4%

14.0%

Hourly 2017

Salaried 2017

Valid
participants

Engaged

Neutral

Disengaged

Valid
participants

1 868

30.6%

37.9%

31.5%

1 758

TOYOTA SOUTH AFRICA MOTORS

Our safety performance improved in 2018. TSAM’s total injury cases decreased
to 25 (2017: 28) and our total incident rate decreased to 1.5 (2017: 1.64).
Our total injury rate compared with other Toyota affiliates remained higher than
our Asia Pacific, EU and Japan affiliates; our performance is more comparable
to the injury rate of our American affiliate. Two (2017: three cases) STOP-6 cases
were reported.
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HIGHLIGHTS
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•	Our continued sponsorship
of the Rally to Read initiative
which enhances teaching
methodologies, reading skills and
develops a culture and love for
reading at disadvantaged rural
schools

50

•	Our sponsorship towards
mathematics and science tuition
for learners at schools in Umlazi
has contributed to their 100%
pass rate in 2018

CHALLENGES
•	Prioritising our CSI spend to
ensure the greatest impact on
society as a whole

SOCIAL

contribution activities
We care for our society and aim to make it a better place.
TSAM is committed to TMC’s Global Vision of contributing
to the sustainable advancement of society. TSAM commits
time and resources to enrich and develop all South Africans.
We empower and uplift local communities through our impactful
and measurable social programmes.
The True-to-Society philosophy guides the manner and means in which we respect
and engage the cultures and customs of the communities in which we operate.
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We participate in socio-economic development initiatives which are focused on:

• Maths and
science
programmes
• Early childhood
development
(ECD)
• Mini enterprise
development

Investing in care and education
of children in their early years
improves their well-being and
their chances to learn and
escape poverty.

Aims at generating awareness
around road safety and wearing
seatbelts. It teaches learners
the fundamentals of safe
road practices and supports
the taxi industry’s Road
Safety campaigns.

3

4

Health and
human services

Civic and
community services

Road safety

• Old-aged homes
• Hospices

• Counselling/
Trauma
• Safe haven and
children’s homes

•E
 ducates school
learners about
road safety
•S
 upports the
taxi industry’s
Road Safety
campaigns
over the Easter
and December
holidays

Education

Health and
human
services

Road safety

Civic and
community
services

Our community involvement
through financial support to
organisations and community
activities helps create a
thriving community.

Through service learning
citizens participate in projects
to help or serve the needs of
other people.

TOYOTA SOUTH AFRICA MOTORS

Education

2
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SOCIETY//SOCIAL CONTRIBUTION ACTIVITIES (continued)

Community support
TSAM is represented in communities through the TSA Foundation, our corporate social responsibility (CSR) Department,
employee involvement and in-kind donations. We aim to support the communities that are within a 50km radius of our operations.
This ensures localised, focused and impactful initiatives are addressed to target specific needs of the societies in which we operate.
Our dedicated CSR team works closely with non-profit organisations (NPOs) and non-governmental organisations (NGOs) to
better understand and liaise on community challenges that are aligned to our CSR objectives. Our employees also get involved in
social contribution activities through donations and specific initiatives. In addition, TSAM supports environmental and road safety
programmes through smaller campaigns and ad hoc contributions by various departments and divisions.

CSR
TSAM is committed to investing in
social development programmes
that uplift and empower local
communities. CSR initiatives focus
on education, civic and community
service, and health and human
service projects. All CSR initiatives
and expenditure are co-ordinated and
managed to the best advantage of our
CSR investment strategy. Our CSR
strategy has four key objectives:
1.		Empower rural and local
communities

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2018/19
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2.		Enhance the commitment of
TSAM to a sustainable community
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3.		Contribute to development
through a uniform approach
to CSR
4.		Ensure TSAM can measure a
return on investment (ROI) on
social investment programmes

Elevate Education: We provide
high-impact seminars and workshops
which help students to improve their
study techniques, increase motivation,
improve organisational skills, increase
student confidence and raise exam
performance. TSAM assisted 600
learners in 2018. Grade 8 improved by
15% in a school and 17% at another
school. Grade 10 improved by 19% in
a school whilst at another school the
marks improved by 6%.

Protec: We also provide maths
and science tuition to learners
from schools in Umlazi. In 2018,
100% of our learners passed
mathematics.

One Voice SA (Life Skills Programme): The Life Skills programme is offered
to Umlazi Commercial High School. Learners are provided with a platform to
discuss and address real problems and issues in their lives and communities.
Learners are supported with age-appropriate, culturally sensitive workshop
content and support materials which promoted increased health.
Mid-year in 2018 OVSA rolled
out two additional workshops
with learners in Grade 10A
and 10E, in support of the
Olympic Value Education
Programme (OVEP). 76 learners
were reached through these
workshops.

Principles: The OVEP is a
teaching resource that has been
created by the IOC and uses the
context of Olympic sports and
the core principles of Olympics
to introduce young people
to values-based learning,
and to assume and learn about
the responsibilities of good
citizenship.

Rally to Read: TSAM has been a proud sponsor of the Rally to Read initiative for
the past 20 years. This initiative, managed by the Read Educational Trust, gives
disadvantaged schools access to books and equips teachers to develop the reading
skills of learners. Rally to Read visited 13 schools situated in the Free State region.
A team of eight from TSAM visited two schools, namely Thebe Public and Mimosa
Primary School to distribute the educational resources.

Learning outcomes:
•	Learners understood
Olympism and Olympic
Values.
•	Learners learnt cultural
diversity and gender equality
in sports.

Safe to School – Safe to
Home: The project aims to
mitigate the death and injury
from road crashes of children
travelling to and from school.
We plan to educate drivers
about road safety and enhance
their driving performance.
TSAM is committed to training
60 – 80 drivers in the next
three years.
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The TSA Foundation
The prospects of a sustainable future are dependent on people having access
to quality education and the provision of training opportunities. In 1989
Dr Albert Wessels and TMC established the TSA Foundation (the Foundation).
The Foundation supports primary school educational projects in mathematics,
science and technology. TSAM is the Foundation’s primary funder and in 2018
we contributed R7.7 million (2017: R7 million) to them.

Junior Achievers
(Johannesburg): We had
50 learners on this enterprise
development programme which
cultivates the entrepreneurial
skills to improve their
employability and their capacity
to enter tertiary-level education,
specifically in business,
management and commercial
disciplines. Three schools,
Thuto Ke Maatla, Zitikeni and
Inqayizivelele, benefited from
this programme in 2018.

100% (2017: 95%) of the Foundation’s funds are allocated to our flagship
project – the Toyota Teach Primary School project. The project equips the
school management team to implement effective school governance to support
day-to-day activities, improve leadership and enhance school functionality
through mentoring and coaching over a two-year cycle. The programme also
encourages the school governing bodies and parents to participate in school
activities and decision-making.
Furthermore, teachers are coached by curriculum mentors to ensure the
timeous delivery of learning goals through curriculum implementation strategies.
Learners are also supported with reading material in IsiZulu and English to
improve reading skills, and a love for reading is cultivated through Reada-Thons, language festivals and other fun educational activities. Our most
significant challenge is overcrowding of classrooms. We are collaborating with
Toyota Teach to understand and attend to the most crucial needs of learners.

•	Teachers were shown how to develop support programmes which
accommodate the needs of students with learning difficulties.
•	Teachers have been upskilled to confidently adhere to the curriculum
requirements and the robustness of our implementation has
increased.
Umdeni Crèche and
Preschool: TSAM donated
ECD materials to support
the crèche’s need for school
readiness programmes and
soft toys for babies.

•	Due to enhanced systems school functionality has increased from
43% to 87%.
•	The general ethos of teachers has improved significantly. The levels of
teacher absenteeism have decreased.
•	The Grade R learners are better prepared to enter Grade 1. This has
eased the process to enable a seamless transition into the Grade 1
curriculum in the first term.
•	Learners are doing more work in their exercise books and their overall
results have improved.
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•	Toyota Teach schools have become schools of choice in the
community.

TOYOTA SOUTH AFRICA MOTORS

In 2018 Toyota Teach worked at four schools in Umlazi and
Kwamakhuta in KwaZulu-Natal. We assisted and supported
222 teachers and 4 214 learners in this period. Since inception the
project has benefited more than 269 schools and 29 000 learners.
The impact of the programme on schools has been:
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SOCIETY//SOCIAL CONTRIBUTION ACTIVITIES (continued)

Employee involvement
TSAM encourages employees to participate in social contribution activities through voluntary donations of money and
goods to various initiatives. Annually, employees make the choice to support the Ubuntu Community Chest programme
through donations made by automatic payroll deductions. These proceeds are dedicated to HIV/Aids, childcare, crime
prevention, job creation, empowerment of the disabled and elderly care initiatives.
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TSAM also provides in-kind donations such as computers and used equipment to better equip schools and communities.
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Initiatives for improving
traffic safety

Creating an enriched
society

TMC’s global goal is zero casualties
from traffic accidents. Enhancing
the safety of our vehicles through
learning from actual accidents and
incorporating the knowledge into our
vehicle development is a key focus.
We believe that traffic safety extends
beyond our vehicle manufacturing
plants and is the joint responsibility
of society. We implemented an
integrated three-part approach to traffic
safety which involves vehicles, traffic
and people.

TSAM believes that our Olympic
partnership offers numerous
opportunities to create an enriched
society through our ‘Start Your
Impossible’ campaign. We address
our communities’ challenges through
pushing our own boundaries of
innovation and creativity. ‘Start Your
Impossible’ Motivational Talks will be
presented to seven schools to motivate
learners about their future goals.

To achieve our goals and to create
awareness we collaborate with
the government and road safety
agencies and initiatives such as the
South African Guild of Motoring
Journalists’ Committee for Active
Road Safety. TSAM offers advanced
driver training courses to both
companies and individuals, to show
our commitment to actively promoting
road safety.
We have been involved in the taxi
industry’s Road Safety campaigns
since 2014. TSAM sponsors
20 vehicles for the Hlokomela and
Ndlelanhle campaigns to support the
industry with patrolling of taxi ranks
and routes to ensure vehicle safety,
and compliance to road safety rules
during Easter and December.

We also believe that sports and
mobility go hand in hand, and that
sports is an important way of bringing
people together equally and creating
an enriched, affluent society. In line
with this philosophy, TSAM is a proud
sponsor of sports and other related
events around the country, such as:
• Toyota Cheetahs;
• Kaizer Chiefs;
•	the Toyota Cycle Lab;
•	the Warrior Race; and
•	the Comrades Marathon.

LOOKING AHEAD
We will retain our uniform approach
to CSR. Our commitment is
identifying and investing in social
programmes that:
1.		empower rural and local
communities;
2.		create societal value through
transformational change; and
3.		enhance our commitment
to sustainable community
development.
In 2019 TSAM, in partnership
with Ubuntu Institute, will
place 447 candidates in Youth
Employment Service (YES).
91% will be black, 6% Indian
and 3% Coloured. The gender
split will be 62% female and
38% male while 2% are PWDs.
The programme will cover youths
aged between 18 and 35 years
and across KwaZulu-Natal,
the Eastern Cape, Gauteng,
the Western Cape, Mpumalanga
and Limpopo. The training
programme is 12 months.
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environment
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TMC and all of its global affiliates are
committed to having a zero environmental
impact and achieving a net positive impact.
We are moving towards a society where
people, cars and nature can coexist in
harmony. We drive stringent environmental
management in our plants, offices and
throughout our value chain (suppliers, dealers
and logistics partners).
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TSAM’s three environmental material matters are aligned to the six challenges of the
Toyota Environmental Challenge 2050. https://global.toyota/en/sustainability/esg/
challenge2050/
Material theme

Material issue

Material issues

Emissions reduction

Resource efficiency

Society in harmony with nature

•	Challenge 1: new vehicle zero CO2
emissions challenge

•	Challenge 4: minimising and
optimising water usage

•	Challenge 6: establishing a future
society in harmony with nature

•	Challenge 2: life cycle zero CO2
emissions challenge

•	Challenge 5: establishing a
recycling-based society and
systems

•	Challenge 3: plant zero CO2
emissions challenge
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Material environmental risks
Durban operations

All TSAM operations

Johannesburg operations

•	Effluent/storm water management

•	Energy consumption

•	Dealer environmental risks

• VOC emissions

• Water consumption

• Chemical management

• Logistics CO2

•	Potential impacts on adjacent
wetland at Boksburg Service Parts
Warehouse
• Brand/corporate image

2015

2018

2050

Announcement of Toyota’s
Environmental Challenge 2050

Aim for 2030

Ideal

SOCIETY
in harmony
with nature

Our approach

Structure

TMC conducts business in a manner that mitigates
our environmental footprint and ensures responsible
environmental stewardship. Our Toyota Environmental
Challenge 2050 guides us in addressing initiatives aimed at
mitigating increasingly severe global environmental issues,
such as water shortages caused by population growth
and climate change attributed to GHG emissions and
biodiversity depletion due to development. Our environmental
management plan and objectives are guided by the six
challenges. Our departments and our supply chain partners
are collaboratively committed to this cause.

Our CEO chairs the TSAM South Africa Environmental
Committee (SAEC) and is ultimately responsible for our
environmental performance. This committee consists of
various executive managers from different business functions.
It provides oversight of performance against targets, the
efficiency of our environmental management system, legal
compliance, mitigation of environmental risks and ensuring
alignment with global initiatives. The SAEC is supported by
three working groups: manufacturing, manufacturing support
and sales and marketing.

TOYOTA SOUTH AFRICA MOTORS

• Waste management
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• Substances of concern
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EMISSIONS reduction
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Challenge 1: new vehicle zero CO2 emissions challenge
The sales and marketing working group oversees the implementation of
Challenge 1. The working group is working towards:
•	promoting the sales of fuel-efficient and hybrid vehicles.

G C02/KM

2018

2017

Weighted average CO2 per vehicles sold nationally
(Toyota, Hino and Lexus)

195.3

196.5

13.1% of South Africa’s GHG emissions are attributed to transport. Transport is a
pivotal sector for economic development and we aim to deliver mobility in a manner
that uplifts South Africa’s sustainable development goals. In 2018 we continued our
efforts through the introduction of the Lexus ES and UX hybrids. We track the CO2
emissions of all vehicles sold based on average weighted CO2 figures.
The sales volumes of hybrid vehicles declined in 2018 due to the discontinuation
of models. We are committed to continue decreasing the weighted average CO2
per vehicle sold and increasing the number of hybrid vehicles sold in 2019. Where
opportunities do arise, TSAM will lobby government to promote greener vehicles.
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Challenge 2: life cycle zero CO2 emissions challenge
All working groups are collaborating to oversee the response to Challenge 2. The organisation is working towards:
•	promoting CO2 emissions reduction among our value chain partners; and
•	pursuing increased transport efficiency and reducing CO2 emissions in logistics activities.
We collaborate with our partners, including suppliers, dealers and our logistics network to achieve zero CO2 emissions within the
entire vehicle life cycle from materials and parts manufacturing to vehicle assembly, distribution, disposal and recycling.

TSAM has a zero-use policy for
banned chemicals. As per our Green
Purchasing Guidelines, our suppliers
should avoid using substances of
concern (SOCs) in their products and
services. They are also required to sign
a declaration that parts supplied to
TSAM are free from any banned SOCs.
In 2018, in Johannesburg 35 of
39 suppliers (90%) submitted SOC
declarations, and in Durban 187 of
187 (100%). We consistently raise
awareness and retrain buyers on
chemical approval procedures
to ensure the mitigation of these
substances.
Since 2016 four TSAM employees have
been trained by experts from Japan,
Europe and the USA on TMC’s global
G-Cats system. The system uses the
International Material Data System
(IMDS) to identify materials that are
prohibited in Toyota plants. The list
is regularly updated and currently

comprises 1 272 (2017: 1 165)
substances. We collaborate with
our suppliers to ensure that none of
these substances are used in vehicle
components or production processes.
Our Chemical Task Team oversees
our screening and verification system.
No incidents involving banned
substances or spills were reported
in 2018.
Although volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) are not banned, they have
the potential to negatively impact the
environment and people’s health.
We are committed to mitigating the
volume of VOCs that are used in our
painting processes.
In 2018 we reduced the use of VOCs
across the board and surpassed
our targets in the body paint and
Quantum paint plants. We were slightly
above target for VOCs emitted in
bumper paint.

SUPPLIERS
Number of ISO14001certified suppliers

We have a supplier reporting
programme which encourages
engagement on environmental
management best practices. In 2018
(2017: 30), 30 suppliers participated
in the monthly performance feedback
sessions where they apply the principle
of Kaizen (continuous improvement)
ideas and Yokoten (sharing) of key
learnings with other suppliers.
TSAM requires all suppliers to
comply with ISO14001 certification.
We continue to raise awareness and
promote the benefits of certification.
In 2018 the number of ISO14001
certified suppliers increased to 149
(2017: 132) and we met our target.
We will continue focusing on getting
smaller and second-tier suppliers
certified.

2019
target

2018
target

2018
actual

2017
actual

2016
actual

159

149

149

132

112

TOYOTA SOUTH AFRICA MOTORS

Our Green Purchasing Guidelines,
which outline requirements for ensuring
safe and green products, are applicable
to our suppliers. The guidelines are
aligned to Toyota’s 2050 Challenge
and updated regularly. The most recent
version was released in 2016.
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Suppliers
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ENVIRONMENT//EMISSIONS REDUCTION (continued)

Dealers

implementation of the advanced ECO III
standard in 2019. (Target: 10 certified
dealers in 2019.)

Our dealer network’s DNA has been ingrained with responsible environmental
stewardship principles. Upon appointment new Dealer Principals are trained on
TSAM’s environmental standards and applicable legislation.
Our dealers are required to adhere to five fundamental principles, namely:
1.		Assign an environmental officer at the dealership
2.		Sign a waste treatment declaration
3.		Correct treatment of hazardous waste
4.		Proper drainage and water treatment (including reuse of water)
5.		Proper HFC/CFC recovery
These principles are outlined in our level I to III ECO standards. We conduct
biannual audits which are verified by TSAM’s after-sales managers to monitor their
implementation. The implementation of these standards is voluntary but TSAM
incentivises dealers for their level of compliance. Our ECO III standard is aligned to
national environmental legislation, ISO14001:2015 and the Toyota Environmental
Challenge 2050.
ECO III requires dealers to define a resource utilisation plan, which guides them to
mitigate environmental risks, reduce resource usage and save costs.
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Our web-based environmental performance indicator system has a user-friendly
interface and the ability to compare dealer performance. It also enables us to
define baseline resource usage per vehicle serviced. Our dealers also use it to
develop their resource utilisation plans and targets. TSAM’s field staff share bestpractice bulletins with our dealers and offer support. They provide guidance on the
implementation of changes to environmental legislation and regulations.
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TSAM has been working on developing an EPI which is aligned to e-Toyota and
Sewells. The EPI is being developed to ensure alignment with the new TMC
requirements.
2019
target

2018
target

2018
actual

2017
actual

2016
actual

Toyota

202

202

202

202

199

Lexus

17

17

17

17

16

Hino

64

66

63

66

65

Toyota

190

147

178

134

115

Lexus

17

17

17

17

16

Hino

35

20

30

12

–

DEALERS
ECO I-certified
dealers

ECO III-certified
dealers

We achieved our ECO I and ECO III certification targets in 2018. TSAM piloted the
advanced ECO III standard in 2018. We also achieved our target to have a total
of four advanced ECO III dealerships. Our aim is to have a total of 40 advanced
ECO III certified dealerships (Toyota and Lexus) in 2019. Hino will also commence

To improve collaboration, shared
ownership and accountability between
our sales and after-sales teams,
TSAM encourages the participation
of sales personnel in environmental
risk management at dealer networks.
We are also working on implementing
dealer health and safety requirements
and environment risk management
through a single implementation team.
This consolidation is to ensure efficient
allocation of resources and to reduce
duplication.
TSAM also encourages dealers to
reduce their energy consumption by
implementing energy conservation
and efficiency measures. As a result,
dealers have responded by using
renewable energy sources such as
solar panels.
Logistics
TSAM’s logistics operations oversee
the transportation of vehicles and
components to and from our network
of business partners. We are mindful of
the CO2 emissions that emanate from
our logistics operations. In 2018 we
shifted towards rail transportation and
decreased the number of trucks we
rely on. It is projected that each train
could potentially replace 10 trucks from
the road.
We continually focus on enhancing
our route optimisation, and modifying
truck and driver training. TSAM has
been on a drive to achieve greater
efficiencies by increasing our truck
load percentages and reducing empty
trucks.
Kaizen targets are set annually
by working groups to ensure that
CO2 increases due to operational
growth are curtailed, compared
with a ‘business-as-usual’ scenario.
Service parts and the vehicle logistics
division achieved their targets in 2018.
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LOGISTICS

2019
target

2018
target

2018
actual

2017
actual

2016
actual

Logistics emissions: logistics control division (kilotonnes CO2)

6.80

6.37

6.60

6.23

7.51

Logistics emissions: vehicle logistics division (kilotonnes CO2)

50.40

47.98

47.80

45.81

47.16

Service parts (kilotonnes CO2)3

11.25

11.22

11.18

11.13

16.77

Challenge 3: plant CO2 emissions challenge
The manufacturing environmental working group oversees the implementation
of Challenge 3. The working group is working towards:
•	CO2 emissions reduction in production activities.
TSAM takes daily measures to achieve our reduction targets. By improving manufacturing technologies and switching to
renewable energy sources, we aim to reduce our CO2 emissions in production activities. We have worked on a mechanism to
reduce our CO2 emissions as well as an innovative process developed by TMC called Karakuri that consumes zero energy.
In 2018 we focused on:

PROJECT

Impact

The roll-out of LED lighting

305 tonnes CO2

HVAC optimisation

28 tonnes CO2

Solar PV projects – Quantum and chassis canopy and paint plant canteen

1.3MWp capacity

Paint plant canteen air conditioning (Kaizen activity)

167 tonnes CO2

In 2018 we spent R15 million (2017: R21 million) on plant CO2 reduction. TSAM absorbed these costs and did not pass them on
to the customer. Due to an unplanned 6% increase in production volumes, we could not meet our target of CO2 reduction.

PLANT

3.

2019
target

2018
target

2018
actual

2017
actual

2016
actual

Production emissions (kilotonnes CO2)

136.16

123.30

129.50

130.60

140.70

Production units (’000)

143.90

130.97

139.20

135.06

138.60

Carbon intensity (kg CO2/vehicle manufactured)

945.91

940.40

930.49

966.96 1 014.78

2017 – 2019 values exclude air transport
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The Atlas warehouse also has initiatives to ensure energy efficiency such as the use of light sensors, double-glazed windows
and optimal insulation, and meets green building standards. The Durban plant has LED lighting and we have converted our
electric geysers to heat pumps over the years. Our warehouses have timer systems: our lights now automatically switch off
during tea and lunch time and at the end of shifts. Our goal is to reduce our annual CO2 output by 25% from our 2013 baseline
by 2025.

TOYOTA SOUTH AFRICA MOTORS

Our CO2 emissions are directly linked to the consumption of three forms of energy: electricity, liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) and
methane gas. Our Atlas warehouse in Johannesburg and our Prospecton Plant in Durban make use of rooftop solar PV panels.
Phase one at Atlas enabled the generation of 175kWp and phase two increased this by 300kWp. In Durban we increased the
generation from 1.7MWp to 3MWp in 2018.
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RESOURCE efficiency
Challenge 4: challenge of minimising and optimising
water usage
The manufacturing environment working group oversees the implementation of
Challenge 4. The working group is working towards:
•	implementing initiatives to reduce the amount of water used;
•	focusing on comprehensive water purification; and
•	water reduction in production activities.
The demand for water is expected to continue growing in line with the world’s
population. We recognise our responsibility to reduce our impact on water and
mitigate the risk of water scarcity. TSAM closely manages the water which we use
in our painting and other manufacturing processes.
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TSAM has targets and measures designed to reduce the water consumed in
the production of Toyota, Lexus and Hino vehicles. We committed R2.4 million
(2017: R1.5 million) to water-saving initiatives, such as the reuse of cooling tower
blowdown water, rainwater harvesting, process efficiency improvements, tap
restrictors, quickly responding to leaks and low-flow shower heads.
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We did not meet our water-saving targets and increased our overall water
consumption to 657.8kl (2017: 646 645kl) while our water intensity improved to
4.73kl/vehicle manufactured (2017: 4.79kl/vehicle manufactured).

WATER USAGE
Water consumption (kl)
Water intensity (kl/vehicle
manufactured)

2019
target

2018
target

2018
actual

666 400

618 666

657 810

4.63

4.72

4.73

2017
actual

2016
actual

646 645 694 059
4.79

5.01
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The garden irrigation systems at our
Sandton office are linked to a borehole
and we also have low-flow shower
installations.
During June, Toyota’s Global
Environment Month, we educate and
inform employees about South Africa’s
chronic water shortages and how to
manage water wisely.

Various working groups are involved with the implementation of Challenge 5.
The working group is working towards:
•	reducing consumption of dwindling natural resources through use of
renewable resources and recycled materials;
•	reducing waste and use resources efficiently in production activities;
•	reducing packaging materials and using resources efficiently in logistics
activities; and
•	overseeing roll-out of original recycling systems for end-of-life vehicle
resources.

WASTE
Waste to landfill (tonnes)
Waste intensity (kg/vehicle
manufactured)

2019
target

2018
target

2018
actual

2017
actual

2016
actual

2 883.90

2 481

2 884

2 531

2 532

20.07

18.94

20.73

18.74

18.26

Population growth is leading to increased resource consumption. Disposing of our
waste in a sustainable manner is a key challenge.
To achieve the objectives of Challenge 5, we are focusing on four key areas:
1.		Developing recycling technologies
2.		Recovery of materials from end-of-life vehicles
3.		Utilising eco-friendly materials
4.		Making use of parts for longer
We have a number of waste management measures to meet our objective of
sending zero waste from our operating activities to landfill. Our Durban landfill
waste amounted to 2 884 tonnes (2017: 2 351 tonnes) and 20.73 kg per unit
(kg/u) (2017: 18.74 kg/u). Our Johannesburg landfill amounted to 81.5 tonnes
(2017: 97.1 tonnes). TSAM removed plastic from landfill (strapping, food wrappers,
bottle caps and straws) and our sludge dewatering study has commenced and will
continue in 2019.
At Atlas and our Sandton office food waste is converted to compost through the
Bokashi method, and waste separation programmes are in place within our offices,
warehouses and manufacturing plant.

RECYCLING BIN

TOYOTA
LEAD THE WAY IN CARING FOR
PEOPLE AND THE EARTH

TSAM aims to support its move towards EVs and HVs by ensuring better utilisation
of the resources needed for these cars. We are also looking at ways to mitigate the
environmental threat posed by batteries, which we plan to recover and dispose of
appropriately. In 2018 we achieved a hybrid vehicle battery recovery ratio of 100%.
Our battery recycling project (as implemented by Toyota in Europe) has not yet
commenced.

TOYOTA SOUTH AFRICA MOTORS

Our initiatives have collectively resulted
in a 35% reduction on municipal water
at our Atlas warehouse over the past
three years. Our most significant risk
is the contamination of surface water.
TSAM applies a Poka-yoke system,
which is Japanese for ‘absolute
control’ to ensure the prevention of
water contamination incidents.

Challenge 5: challenge of establishing a recycling-based
society and systems
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We have a filtration and water collection
system at our Atlas warehouse.
The system harvests rainwater, filters
it through a bioswale and stores it
in underground water tanks with a
capacity of 170 000 litres. These
reserves last from February to June.
We use the water for irrigation and the
excess water flows into the nearby
wetland. The warehouse gardens only
feature indigenous water-wise plants
and we have a borehole which can top
up the tanks if necessary.
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SOCIETY in harmony with nature
Challenge 6: challenge of establishing a future society in
harmony with nature
The sales and marketing working group oversees the implementation of
Challenge 6. The working group is working towards:
•	 implementing and supporting the Toyota Green wave project;
•	promoting NGO partnerships and strategies in support of Toyota’s Today for
tomorrow initiative; and
•	 promoting education for sustainable development.
TMC encourages affiliates to address biodiversity challenges through:
1.		Contribution through technology: Toyota is pursuing biotechnology,
afforestation technology and environmental technology to bring better balance
and harmony between biodiversity and corporate activities.
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2.		Collaboration and co-operation with society: Building collaborative
partnerships with different stakeholders throughout society, such as governmental
bodies, international organisations and NPOs to address biodiversity challenges.
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Green wave
The Green wave project aims to conserve forests and other natural environments
and to coexist in harmony with nature. In line with TMC’s directive to plant trees
at plants and participate in environmental conservation and educational activities
to enrich the lives of the communities in which we operate, we have initiatives at
our dealers, plants and surrounding areas. To combat deforestation, we hosted
Arbor Day to create awareness for our employees by planting indigenous trees.
At our Atlas plant, we preserve the wetland and ensure the eradication of alien
plants. We also eradicated alien plants in Sandton. In 2018 we planted more
indigenous plants in these areas. TSAM has also been encouraging the use
of paperless activities such as innovative document sharing through USBs
and WhatsApp.

Today for tomorrow project
In line with TMC’s Global Vision and partnerships, TSAM supports three
environmental NGOs through our Today for Tomorrow Programme. These include
the WWF South Africa (WWFSA), BirdLife SA and Conservation South Africa (CSA).
The partnerships aim to address ‘biodiversity conservation’ and ‘global warming
countermeasures’.
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In 2018 we expanded the capacity
and built on the sustainability of
Mzimvubu Catchment Landscape,
in the Eastern Cape, to support
more than 860 farmers. 91 farmers
were trained through courses
which focus on animal diseases,
low stress herding and animal
nutrition. As of 2018, 874 livestock
had been sold and 519 farmers
have been actively participating
in auctions. This has amounted to
R5 568 971 in sales.

Beyond our own activities, TSAM encourages broader environmental efforts and
awareness. Some examples include encouraging our dealers to plant trees in
their communities, sponsoring the Warrior Race (which has a zero environmental
footprint) and encouraging the use of recycling bins at the Cheetahs’ stadium in
Bloemfontein.

Our aim is to promote biodiversity
conservation, raise environmental
awareness and accelerate the
move toward a ‘zero carbon’
society through our partnership
with WWFSA. In 2018 we
evaluated and finalised our
agreement with WWFSA.
The Grasslands Programme drives
our agenda around metals, water,
mining, community development
and land stewardship. WWFSA’s
Grasslands Programme was
established to secure strategic
water source areas and important
natural features within the
grasslands biome. Unfortunately,
our grasslands site visit and our
Earth Hour collaboration did not
happen in 2018.
TSAM has provided the
Grasslands Programme with
vitally important financial support.
WWFSA has incorporated over
130 000ha of priority grassland
areas into the Enkangala region’s
National Protection register
through biodiversity stewardships.
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We worked on enhancing and
promoting our partnership with
CSA. CSA works with farmers
in communal lands to support
livestock farming communities
to generate a healthier, more
secure and nature-friendly
environment. TSAM collaborates
with CSA on the Young Farmer
and New Harvest Programmes in
support of local farmers.

World Wildlife Fund
South Africa (WWFSA)
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BirdLife
TMC was the first Japanese
company to sign a global
corporate partnership agreement
with BirdLife International.
In 2018 we finalised our
partnership with BirdLife for the
Flufftail Festival collaboration,
which take place at the zoos
in Pretoria and Johannesburg.
The BirdLife programmes promote
bird conservation through the
protection of natural habitats,
biodiversity and encouraging the
sustainable and equitable use
of natural resources. TMC and
BirdLife International’s five-year
project has been committed
to vital conservation work for
Red List species since 2016.
The vehicle which is used to
ensure efficient delivery of
Red List species conservation
projects in rough terrain was
donated by TMC. TSAM and
BirdLife SA formed a partnership
in 2017 to protect bird species
located in the wetland area at our
Atlas warehouse.

Conservation
South Africa (CSA)
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ENVIRONMENT//SOCIETY IN HARMONY WITH NATURE (continued)

2019 Flufftail Festival: water, wetlands and waterbirds

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2018/19
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On 8 and 9 February 2019 BirdLife South Africa, in
partnership with Rand Water (Water Wise), Toyota,
the Rare Finch Conservation Group and Joburg City Parks
and Zoo, hosted the annual Flufftail Festival at Joburg Zoo
in Johannesburg. The main purpose of the Flufftail Festival
is to teach people of all ages about the importance of
conserving water, wetlands and waterbirds. With water
scarcity becoming an ever-present reality in droughtstricken South Africa, the Flufftail Festival aims to raise
awareness about our most important resource. It also
focuses on the related issue of wetland conservation and
the home it provides to a plethora of biodiversity, including
threatened waterbirds such as the Critically Endangered
White-winged Flufftail.
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On the Friday, 283 Grade 6 learners from Sekwati,
Emisebeni, Goza and Molalatladi primary schools were
invited to take part in the Festival. The learners were
once again entertained by Waxi the Hero, a puppet show
created by Alastair Findlay (cartoonist) and the Rare
Finch Conservation Group (sponsored by Toyota). Using
an Orange-breasted Waxbill, a sentinel species in most
South African wetlands and aptly named ‘Waxi’, as its
main protagonist, youngsters are carried along in his
search for the elusive ‘Fluffy’, a White-winged Flufftail that
has gone missing. Learners also participated in a number
of games and activities highlighting the advantages
of healthy wetlands and the threats posed by wetland
destruction, which complements the Grade 6 school
curriculum.
The following day, 9 February 2019, 420 participants were
bused in from various, less fortunate communities in
Johannesburg to spend the day at the zoo and to take part
in activities focused on water and wetland conservation.
In addition, these adult learners were also given the
opportunity to try their hand at identifying waterbirds, an
exercise that would even help them to identify a number of
the familiar bird species in the Johannesburg area.
This was deemed a great success by all partners, once
again affirming the importance of highlighting the plight

of our natural resources to urban communities who have
limited access to the natural environment. A second event
was held at the National Zoological Garden, SANBI in
Pretoria from 1 to 3 March 2019. The event was open to
the public on Saturday and Sunday (2 and 3 March 2019)
and we encouraged families to join us for a fun-filled day
at the zoo, and to help us celebrate the importance of
water, wetlands and waterbirds.
The Flufftail Festival is named after the Critically
Endangered White-winged Flufftail, an elusive waterbird
dependent on wetland habitats. It is estimated that there
are as few as 250 birds remaining in the wild. Previously
thought to only breed in Ethiopia, groundbreaking
research has confirmed a breeding record in South Africa
in the Dullstroom area. The species’ survival in the wild is
uncertain due to the destruction and degradation of the
White-winged Flufftail’s high-altitude wetland habitat, and
these findings have once again highlighted the incredible
importance of conserving these wetlands for their
continued survival.
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Education for sustainable development
TSAM promotes increased community awareness and
participation in environmental protection initiatives.
Our leadership is a key factor which will help us to drive
this philosophy.

“Of the 9 700 000 South Africans currently employed, a
staggering 900 000 are people employed in the farming
industry. The challenges are obvious, but the value and
opportunities in agriculture are too big to be ignored.”
Hamman says Toyota is particularly proud to be associated
with the New Harvest of the Year awards as this category
recognises farmers from previously disadvantaged
backgrounds: “The ultimate test for farmers – even when
finances and weather patterns aren’t an issue – is observing
and applying sustainable agricultural practices. We need to
make sure that what is taken out of the earth is put back in,
so that natural resources are preferred for future generations.”
This year’s New Harvest of the Year winner, Whernit Dirks,
farms with wheat, pastoral grasses, sheep and barley in the
Bergrivier region of the Western Cape Province. The other
New Harvest finalist hailing from the Western Cape is
Joseph Hendricks, whose speciality is growing apples and
pears in Grabouw.
The Gauteng representative was Melusi Ntshangasem,
who farms with maize, soybeans and Merino sheep and
Ester Mhlongo of Mpumalanga, who farms with macadamias,
avocados, cattle, goats, lawn grass, fish, poultry as well
as tortoises.
KwaZulu-Natal was represented by vegetable farmer
Sooveir Rajkumar, who produces green peppers, brinjals,
green beans, spinach, fresh coriander, cabbage, cauliflower,
broccoli and lettuce.

In commemoration of Women’s Day, TSAM recycled seat
covers into handbags.

LOOKING AHEAD
The support of environmental NGOs with
conservation initiatives remains a key imperative.
With the WWFSA in the Grasslands Programme,
70 000ha of additional priority land is being secured,
with another 200 000ha mapped and assessed
for inclusion in various provincial biodiversity
stewardship programmes.
We are in the process of developing content and
rolling out to our senior managers for environmental
training.
TSAM aims to collaborate with our suppliers and
business partners to:
•	enhance recycling of HV batteries and roll out our
advanced ECO III standard;
•	improve business partners’ and suppliers’
environmental performance reporting and
evaluation of results;
•	ensure compliance to Toyota’s banned chemical
substances standard, and establish and
implement contractual agreements with high-risk
environmentally significant suppliers; and
•	improve suppliers’ IMDS skills through the
development of additional IMDS training.

TOYOTA SOUTH AFRICA MOTORS

However, the event is about so much more than winning.
More importantly, it focuses attention on the role
played by farmers in the South African economy. In the
words of Senior Vice President of Sales and Marketing,
Calvyn Hamman: “The truth is, I don’t know of any business
that is as resilient as farming. In fact, this is one of the few
industries that is completely future-proof … people will
always need food. Agriculture needs to form an important
part of the economic future of South Africa – it has to!
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Toyota recognises up-and-coming farmers
The Toyota/Agri SA New Harvest and SA Young Farmer
of the Year awards were presented to Whernit Dirks and
JP van den Berg, respectively, at a gala event in Kempton in
October 2018. Each winner drove away in a brand-new Toyota
Hilux Single Cab workhorse after the awards ceremony.

We are committed to strengthening our CSI activities
with a special emphasis on environmental support and
promotion of activities. Toyota Teach Schools were
provided with Jo-Jo tanks to assist with water storage
and to water their gardens. During Arbor Month Toyota
Teach Schools also planted trees.
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governance

Material issue

Material issues
Governance

Ethics

Risk management

•	Approach and structures

• Ethics

• Risk management

• Compliance

Challenge
2050

70
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Our formal governance structures oversee
TSAM’s ethical performance through various
codes, policies and processes.
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APPROACH
and structures

Our formal governance structures oversee TSAM’s ethical
performance through various codes, policies and processes.

Toyota
Motor
Corporation
Board

Toyota
South Africa
Board
Audit,
Corporate
Compliance,
Social and Ethics
Committee

Remuneration
Committee
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TSAM
Board
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Risk
Management
Committee

Sales and
Marketing
Exco

Human
Resources
Exco

Manufacturing
Exco

Manufacturing
Support Exco

Corporate
Services and
Finance Exco

TSA adopts TMC’s values and principles to governance, ethics and risk
management and applies them in a locally relevant manner. There are TMC
representatives on TSA’s board who share information, expertise and new
perspectives in order to ensure that the Toyota Way, values and guiding principles
are robustly implemented.
TSAM is committed to high ethical standards, values and accountability in all of
its business conduct. We uphold the long-term interests of our stakeholders,
safeguard the environment and seek to uplift the society in which we operate.

The TSA board offers leadership, oversight and strategic direction to TSAM. The board directs and
controls the company’s business and aims to ensure its long-term economic, social and environmental
sustainability. The board provides oversight and drives ethical and effective leadership throughout the
company by implementing a compliance framework and the TSAM Code of Conduct.

Board
composition
and balance of
authority

The board composition ensures a balance of authority which restricts any one director from exercising
unfettered powers of decision-making. The board comprises high-calibre individuals with a varying range
of expertise and experience. They work collaboratively to ensure independent judgement and broad
deliberations in the decision-making process.

Diversity

TSA aims to maintain a board which comprises the appropriate balance of knowledge, skills, experience
and diversity – from a demographic and skills perspective. We are particularly aiming to improve the
representation of black and female directors and the board annually evaluates its composition to ensure
an appropriate mix of skills and experience.

Strategy
formulation

The board is accountable for the company’s strategy formulation process and its operationalisation.

Board training

Sustainable growth and the stable, long-term enhancement of corporate values are regarded as essential
management priorities. As such we require our TSA and TSAM directors to participate in training provided
by the Institute of Directors. Training sessions cover responsibilities, liabilities and specifications of their
fiduciary duty, including ethical responsibilities. They are particularly helpful for TMC directors who may be
less familiar with the terms of South African legislation.

Ethical
leadership

As a responsible corporate we conduct business in an ethical manner that meets the expectations of all
our stakeholders. This requires a culture of compliance, accountability and ownership as well as effective
governance structures, performance standards and internal controls that guide the decisions we make
and the actions we take, at every level of our company.

Compliance

TSAM’s governance and compliance framework is founded on the principles of accountability,
transparency, ethical management and fairness. We constantly monitor regulatory changes and to reflect
and align to best practice.

Internal
controls

The TSA board is the final arbiter of the company’s internal financial controls which are designed to
provide reasonable assurance that financial statements are reliable, assets are accounted for, and
misstatements and losses are detected and prevented. The board is satisfied that the systems and
processes functioned adequately during the year.
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Role of the
board
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GOVERNANCE//APPROACH AND STRUCTURES (continued)

Board of directors
The TSA board consists of executive and non-executive directors.
Chairman:

•	Dr JJ van Zyl

Executive
Directors

•	Mr AP Kirby
•	Mr M Iida*
•	Mr NG Ward
•	Mr DS Finch (Resigned: 2019/03/15)

Non-Executive
Directors

•	Mr T Imai* (Alternate: M Hirai)* (Resigned: 2018/06/14) (Alt: Mr S Otsuka*) (Appointed: 2018/06/15)
•	Ms SN Mabaso-Koyana
•	Mr K Okano* (Alternate: Mr H Kosaka*)
•	Mr S Ngidi (Appointed: 2018/08/01)
•	Ms NDB Orleyn
•	Mr H Suzuki* (Resigned: 2018/12/31) (Alternate: Mr K Kato*) (Resigned: 2018/12/31)
•	Mr K Miwa* (Appointed: 2019/01/01) (Alternate: Mr K Tomita*) (Appointed: 2019/01/01)

Remuneration
Committee

•	Mr AP Kirby
•	Mr M Iida*
•	Mr M Minai*
•	Mr SS Moodley

Audit,
Corporate
Compliance,
Social and
Ethics
Committee

•	Mr M Iida* (Resigned: 2019/03/19)
•	Mr T Imai* (Resigned: 2019/03/19) (Alternate: Mr M Hirai*) (Resigned: 2018/06/14,
•	Mr AP Kirby (Resigned: 2019/03/19)
•	Ms B Kilpatrick (Resigned: 2019/03/19)
•	Ms SN Mabaso-Koyana
•	Mr SS Moodley (Resigned: 2019/03/19
•	Ms NDB Orleyn
•	Dr JJ van Zyl (Resigned: 2019/03/19)
•	Mr S Ngidi (Appointed: 2019/03/19)
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Committees
The board delegates certain functions
to board committees.

Remuneration Committee
The Remuneration Committee,
which reports to the TSA board and
comprises representatives from both
TMC and TSAM, is mandated to
ensure that remuneration policies
attract and retain critical skills, align
with the company’s strategy and drive
performance. The committee meets as
and when required and is supported by
the Succession Planning Committee in
building a strong talent pipeline through
incentivisation and development.

Audit, Corporate Compliance, Social and Ethics Committee
In line with the Companies Act, TSA extended the mandate of the Audit and
Corporate Compliance Committee to include oversight of social and ethical
issues. In addition to its previous responsibilities, the committee oversees social
and economic development, corporate citizenship, the environment, consumer
relationships, labour and employment, health and public safety. Committee
members are selected for their experience and knowledge and are kept informed
by representatives from various areas of the business who provide updates on
strategic issues. The committee continues to focus on issues related to social
responsibility, employment equity, skills development and health services.
Our executive committees are responsible for overseeing the operations of TSAM’s
various divisions and functions.

Sales and
Marketing
Exco

Human
Resources
Exco

Manufacturing
Exco

Manufacturing
Support Exco

Corporate
Services and
Finance Exco
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COMPLIANCE
The Guiding Principles at TMC state that we shall ‘honour the
language and spirit of the law of every nation and undertake
open and fair business activities to be a good corporate
citizen of the world’. TSAM is committed to entrench this
principle throughout our operations by ensuring compliance to
relevant legislation pertaining to business conduct (such as the
Companies Act and guidance on good corporate governance
through King IV); labour rights, safety and health of our
employees (including the Basic Conditions of Employment
Act and the Occupational Health and Safety Act); protection
of information and governance of IT (Protection of Personal
Information (POPI) Act); protecting the rights of our customers
(Consumer Protection Act); and supporting South Africa’s

SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 2018/19

based Black Economic Empowerment Act).
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transformation ambition (Employment Equity Act and the Broad-
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ETHICS
The board is responsible for the governance of compliance with
applicable laws and adopted, non-binding rules, codes and
standards by setting the direction for how compliance should be
approached and addressed in the organisation.
We ensure compliance with
international and South African
legislation, regulations and standards,
and build compliance and ethical
consciousness into our business
conduct, including our codes, policies,
systems and processes. All of TSAM’s
operations are subjected to external
reviews and monitoring to ensure
compliance to national legislation and
ethical conduct.
Our business conduct is underpinned
by an ethical consciousness that
fosters the trust of our stakeholders.
We are committed to a policy of fair
dealing and integrity. This commitment,
which is actively endorsed by our board
of directors, is outlined in our Code of
Conduct and we require all employees
and value chain partners to comply to it
and legal requirements.
TSAM’s Code of Conduct is aligned
to the TMC Global Code of Conduct
and serves as a moral compass.
The Code outlines our intention to
achieve a harmonious and lively work
environment which is based on ‘Mutual
Trust and Mutual Responsibility’.
It applies to our daily business

operations: general management,
procurement, sales, production and
distribution, and promotes compliance
to laws and regulations. The Code
outlines the use and management
of assets and confidential matters,
avoiding insider trading, ensuring a safe
work environment and environmental
preservation. It also stipulates our
conduct in terms of crime prevention
activities; road safety; corporate
communication; and shareholder,
religious, political, government,
philanthropy and community relations.
All new incumbents are required to
acknowledge receipt of The Code. It is
included in employee, contractor and
graduate induction. We communicate
and ensure adherence to TSAM’s
ethical standards via our dealer and
supplier agreements and standards.
TSAM has anti-bribery and corruption
policies, and procedures for reporting
breaches of law and policy in place.
We continually raise awareness
among employees on the mitigation,
reporting and addressing of bribery and
corruption issues.
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Whistle-blowing
TSAM provides channels to support the reporting of a breach of ethics.
Employees report issues through their line manager as well as through the
whistle-blowing guidelines policy. The policy outlines the procedures for
reporting suspected instances of corruption and ensures that employees are
not unfairly penalised for reporting.

Q1

3

5
Q2

11
Q3

Tip-offs and investigations
Tip-offs

FY18/19

FY19/20

Q4
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TSAM also subscribes to ‘Tip-offs Anonymous’, an independent whistleblowing service that enables employees to report illegal actions and ethical
misconduct. Tip-offs can also be submitted via phone, fax and e-mail. All are
actively investigated, followed up and resolved by our Senior Manager:
Security and Investigations, who allocates the matter for investigation where
appropriate. Our customers can use our customer call centre to raise issues.
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RISK management
We view risk management as a key enabler for business
decision-making, identifying and realising opportunities and
ensuring that we do better. We identify and respond to risks
through a combination of vigilance and robust management
processes. Our risk exposure spans political, economic,
technological and environmental landscapes and requires us to
continuously transform and adapt to our environment.
Our risk management approach is aligned to TMC’s Toyota Global Risk
Management Standards (TGRS). TSAM’s risk management structure ensures better
alignment and integration between different business functions and streamlines
governance, risk and compliance efforts.
Regional risk
reporting
TSA Board
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TMC

Audit, Risk and
Compliance
Committee

VP Finance
(RMC Chair)

TSAM
Exco
Compliance
CRO/
Head of Risk
Internal
Audit

Strategic
risk report
Risk
Management
Committee
(SVPs and VP as
required)

Risk secretariat
(1 x full-time
equivalent
supporting risk
reporting)

Divisional risk reports and
information
Divisional/
Functional Risk
Managers
Champions

Divisional
risk report

Divisional
Excos

Key risk report to
Exco
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Legal and
compliance

We now have a dedicated External Affairs function that
proactively monitors the release of any new regulatory or
legislative requirements and regularly engages government
and regulatory bodies to help the group anticipate, influence
and plan for policy, legislative and regulatory changes.
Any changes or amendments are incorporated within our
policies, operational frameworks, processes and systems.
In terms of POPI we are putting in place the necessary
systems, policies, procedures and culture to comply with
this Act.

Meeting
B-BBEE
contribution
levels

We actively manage our B-BBEE scorecard and strive to
implement measures to improve our performance, such as
enhancing our employment equity plan targets, supplier
and enterprise development, dealer transformation and
preferential procurement.

Data breach/
Cybersecurity

Our security operations centre and global threat intelligence
centre monitor and respond to data breaches and
cyberthreats. We also implement ongoing information security
awareness programmes and improved infrastructure security
to meet global standards.

Currency
volatility

We have developed a localisation strategy and supplier
development initiatives and we are constantly investigating
the diversification of our portfolio from a geographic
perspective as we export to Africa and Europe while
supporting the domestic market.

Safety critical
defects

We have engaged a robust global campaign process to
rectify faults at recall. In addition to correcting the faults we
also implement remedial action plans to apply lessons learnt
to prevent reoccurrence. We conduct regular audits on safety
critical parts and processes.

Securing
funding for
new passenger
vehicle

In 2016, TSAM decided not to continue with the Corolla
production at full model change. TSAM executives have been
working hard at developing a strategy for selecting a new
passenger vehicle for production at our plant. We are in the
process and will hopefully secure the production and funding
of this vehicle by November 2019.

APDP

The framework for the POST 2020 APDP has been finalised
in December 2018, but the regulations are not yet finalised by
ITAC (Infodocs).

LOOKING AHEAD
We are committed to enhancing
our levels of ethical conduct,
compliance to legislation and
our risk management. TSAM is
a custodian of ethical culture,
our leadership team remains
committed to exemplary leadership
and entrenching the Toyota Way,
Guiding Principles and Code of
Conduct into our organisational
DNA and moral consciousness.
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Response
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RISK
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Toyota Building | Stand 1 | Wesco Park | Sandton | 2146
www.toyota.co.za
Twitter: @ToyotaSA
Instagram: toyota_sa
Facebook: www.facebook.com/ToyotaSouthAfrica

